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Memphis-based Ingram Hill comes to
Murray next week for a free concert Tuesday. Catch them in the Hart Commons
outside Winslow Dining Hall at 7 p.m.

The Munay State soccer
team earned a 5-0 shutout in
its 2002 home opener over
Westem Illinois.

www.thenews.org

' ' BYcoming here today,
I fee/ like I am DOING MY PARr
tO REMEMBER them. ''

Photos by K.un Wurth and Ryan Brooks/The News

(Clockwise from top left) 1) Hundreds of Murray State students participate in Wed nesday's Unity March in honor of Sepl. 11.2001.
2) Baby the dog participated in the march as well, promoting pet-owner unity. 3) Many students gaHaered on the steps of LovcH Auditorium for a candlelight vigil. 4) Students read Sept. 11 a r ticles from world newspapers in front of Waterfield Ubrary. 5) Ji'Jags flew
half-staff across the nation Wednesday in honor of all the lives lost in the terrorist altacks.

Campus, community hold memorials
• campus

• community

b y Loree Stark

by Kristen Watson

editor in chief

conuihuting writer

Several Murray State students porticipated
in activities Wednesday to rem!!mbcr the victims of Sept II. 2001.
Note pads lined tables in front of Waterfield
Library, giving students the opportunity to
voice their feelings through writing. Members
of the multicuhural, class and gentler studie~
department provided articles pertaining to last
year's events next to the note pads ft>r students
to read.
English prothsor Staci St(lne brought stu-

The overcast sky seemed appropriate as families, students, townspeople,
lirelighters and sheriffs congregated
together Wednesday morning around
the Murray Town Square to remember
and honor the victims of the Sept. II
tern1rbt attacks.
From two-year-oJJs clad in patriotic
overalls tn elderly couples grasping
hands. a diverse group united to show
respect.
'1.he people who died a year ago
deserve to be remembered,'' Stephanie

see CAMPUS I 16

Watson, senior from Hopkinsvnie.
"By coming here today. I feel
like I am doing my part to remember
them."
At precisely 9 a m., the beginning of
the dedication ceremony was
announced. Within a lew min-utes, the
crowd circled around the court square
and held hands. Heads were bowed.
Some were praying; some were
remembering. Tears Oowed, and no1 a
word could be heard. Members of a
local church playl•tl snft mu!'ic .Jccompanied by the ringing ol bells.
"It wa~ a good way to remember.''
Mary Cowan, Murray resident, said!
~aid .

"Not just remember - we remember
every day. II was a way to respect the
families of ones who died anti to show
our love tor otu· country. I'm sure
muny IX'<'Pic were praying."
Put Scott, lire chief fur the city of
~lurray, was one of many firefighters
and police officers who attended the
ceremony.
"I thtnk it's tiuing to have un observance for rescuers, firelighters. policemen, full-nuthority police and victims
who died." Scott said. "ror me pcro;onally, it's very hunful, and I am sure
it is for every firefighter today. But
sull the) de..;t:n e to be remembered."

Court ·hears opening statements in Turner trial
by Marci Owen
new~

editor

The murder trial of a former Murray State student hegan Tuesday in
Cal1ow ay County Circuit Court
with Judge Dennis Foust presiding.
Angelita Turner. who was anested in March 200 I after a dead newborn was found in her Han College
room, faces two counts of murder
and one count of first-de!,'Tee criminal abuse.
In Wednesday's opening argu·
menLS. Commonwealth Attorney
Gale Cook said her duty is to '>eek
justice in the murder of the "boby
girl," which she noted was the
name she had given the deceased
infant.

··we have no peace without justice," Cook said. "There's no pc<~ce
for me. There's no peace for thl'
community, and strangely enough.
there's no peace for the dc.!fendant.''
Cook said member~ of the jury
would be presented with Sl!\'eral
indbputable facts .
"You arc going to hear that the
defendant, Angelita Turner. denied
being pregnant," ~he said. "You're
ulso going to hear that her grandmother b rai,ing her first-born
child."
Cook then showed a picture of
the dead infant wrapped in the
garbage bag in which it was found.
"This is her tirst baby picture."
Cook said.
Displaying a second picture of

thl· child wrapped in a bloody
towel, Cook stood directly in front
of the jururs' box.
"This is not s(lmcthing th:H you
could have nu-.. hed down the toilet," 'he said. "'I he b<tby girl wao;
born alive. The defendant cut the
c:ord. She put her in a tnt~h bag. She
attempted to tum thc~t child inro
trush. I don't know hoY. long she
lived. 1 know thi~ trial will take
longer than her life.t'
In his (lpening argument.: defense
attorney Tom Glover ~aid many
points argued by the prosecution
would not be Jisputed by the
Jefcnse.
"She (Tumcr) clearly gave birth,"
Glover said. "There's clearly a
baby, and I'll call it a baby,

nlthough we helieve it was stillborn. Thut baby died, and it was in
a plastic bag under the sink in
Angelita Turner's room. Those are
all undisputed facts.
'1'here is no question that she
denied it at every turn, to the social
worker y.,ho's here tuJay. every
nurse, every doctor. her grandmother. everybody who listened,"
Glover said. "She clearly went back
'to the University tCJ clean it up and
probably dispo~e of the body."
Glover said 90 percent of the testimony the jury would hear would
reinforce what he hatl already ~tated
a:. true.:.
Bring1ng out a can of Great Value

Angelita Turner (left) enters thl' Calloway County Cirt'uit Court
l\ith
defense attorneys Carol Castrnvinci and Tom Glover.
see TURNER / 16
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approved by the Governor's
STAR KIDS NOW program.
For more information,
contact Connie Scarborough at 762-3899 or Joann
Niffcnegger at 762-3572.

Alumni Center opens
with ribbon-cutting
The Murray State Alumni Association Board of

Governors is ho1ding the
ribbon-cutting ceremony
for the Alumni Center at 3
p.m. Saturday.
A reception will follow.
Anyone interested in
attending shou ld phone
762-4894.

Auditions to be held
for comedic plays

Marg<~ret

H

News

.John Fronza, senior from Tampa, Fla., solders bis work In metal-5mithing lab
Wednesday. Many students spend hours detailing their mctal-s~ithing projects.

American Humanics
Conducts coat drive
Murray State ' s Amcrican llumanics Youth &
Nonprofit Leadership program is conducting its
annual Coats f<lr Kids
drive through Thursday.
Drop-boxes for coats and
jackets are ]ocatcd in the ·
Carr Health Building,
Waterfield Library and
Curris Center.
American Humanics will
have the coats ckaned at
Boone's Cleaners, und the
coats will he dispensed to
chi ldren by the Family
Resource Center Sept. 21
nt the National Armory
during the Community
Resource Pair.
For more information,
phone 762·3808.

Academic team holds
fall practice meeting
Murray State's academic
team will hold its fall organizational a nd practice
mel!ting at 5 J>.m. Tuesday
in the Collins Industry and
Technology Center room
134.

The team is open to nil

majors, and there is no cost
or GPA requirement.
For more information.
contact Manocher Djassemi
at 762-6920.

Student Law meeting
to be held Tuesday

attend "Talk Politics.. at 4
p.m. Monday at Fifteenth &
Olive.

Auditions are being held
for 16 comedic 15-minute
plays at 8 p.m. Sunday in
the Richmond College
lobby and at 9:30 p.m.
Monday in the Robert E.
Johnson Theatre lobby.
More than 15 volunteers
are needed and no experience is necessary.
For more information,
contact Stephen Adams at
762-4039.

Ohio University dean
to speak to students Wellness deparbnent
All students interested in takes blood samples

artending law school are
The Student Law Asso- invited to see Linda Engciation will hold a meeting . !ish, assistant dean of Ohio
al 3:30 p.m. Tuesday in the Northern Univer~ity, speak
Curris Center Mis~issippi from 9 a.m. to noon Sept.
Room.
20 in the Curris Center
The agenda for the meet· Cumberland Room.
ing is to leum about the
law-school
application Evening care program,
process and watch the
video "Achieving the opens for business
Murray State' s Evening
Dream."
Care
Preschool and PrimaThe Student Law Assof)
Program
is now open
ciation is an organization
open to students of all for business to children
maJors who are interested ages 2-8 of students, focul·
1n pursuing a career in the ty and staff.
The center hours arc 4:30
lield of law.
For more information. to 9:30 p.m. Monday
contact Joe Chany at 762- · through Thursday in the
Simpson Child
3459 or Jennifer Payne at Ruby
Development
Center
759-0581.
behind Waterfield Library.
co~t is $10 per night
Honor society holds andTheincludes
dinner and a
snack.
political discussion
The Political Science
ECPPP
is
NAEYC
honor society, Pi Sigma accredited. licensed by the
Alpha, invites students to state of Kentucky and

The department of
wellness and therapeutic
sciences, c1long with the
Murray Calloway County Hospital Wellness
Center, will be taking
blood samples from 8:30
a.m. to noon Monday in
Carr llealth room 106.
The blood samples will
be taken to test cholesterol
and lipids, which are risk
factors for heart disease.
Those
participating
should not eat for 14
hours before giving a
sample. They may drink
water or caffeine/sugarfree beverages.
For more information,
phone 762·6802.
Campus Briefly ix compiled
by Taylor Mari~ Ewing,
assistcmr news ~ditor.
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•police L1eat
Thursday, Sept. 5
12:12 a.m. There was a
report of subjects throwing
rocks off the roof of White
College. A repor t was
taken.
9:15 a.m. A subject was
issued a verbal warning for
running a stop sign on
Waldrop and Chestnut
streets.
11:59 a.m. A shop tool was
reported stolen from Facilities Management.
U:03 p.m. Several subjects
were stuck on an elevator
in Hester College. Facilities
Management was notified.
9:52 p.m. A subject was
issued a verbal warning in
front of Springer College
for not having her lights
on.
10:49 p.m. A caller report·
ed a person passed out in a
car in front of Winslow
Dining Hall. An officer
checked on the subject,
who was sleeping, and
advised him/her to go to
the dorms.

Friday, Sept. 6
2:43 p.m. Sangkee Prasertchoung, graduate student
from Murray, was arrested
for DUI in front of Franklin
College.
3:34 p .m. A student in
Woods
Hall
reported
he/she had been receiving
harassing phone calls from
telemarketers for the past
week.
9:41 p.m. There was a possible firework in a trash
can in the Roy Stewart Stadium.
9:44 p.m. A male subject
was found passed out in
the visitor's locker room at
Roy Stewart Stadium.
10:42 p.m. A subject on a
bike was reported to be
possibly intoxicated and
yelling profanities at people. The subject was gone
upon officer arrival.
11:08 p.m. Linda Albritten,

nonstudent, was arrested
for DUI on 16th and Poplar
streets.

tor's wires had been cu"t in
a White College kitchen.
8:06a.m. A car rolled out of
its parking space in the
Curris
Center parking lot.
Saturday, Sept. 7
The
owner
was notified.
1:59 a.m. There was a
a.m.
There was a
8:53
report of vandalism at the
strong
smell
of marijuana
Alpha Sigma Phi house.
reported
in
Hart
College.
No report was taken.
Nothing
was
found.
2:48 a.m. Two females
were reported intoxicated 5:08 p.m. A subject reportat the front desk of ed someone putting notes
Springer College. A report on her car in the residential
college parking lot.
was taken.
p.m. A bike was
5:17
12:31 p .m. A subject was
hit with a golf club during reported stolen from the
a fight at Miller Golf Club. Carr Health Building.
EMS responded and a 6:10 p.m. A resident adviser in Hart College reported
report was taken.
11:41 p.m. An officer gave the smell of marijuana on
a verbal warning to several the third floor. No report
subjects skateboarding in was taken.
10:39 p.m. Several subjects
front of Elizabeth College.
11:59 p.m . A subject on 16th refused to leave the Curris
and Chestnut streets was Ce~ter Cumberland Room.
issued a verbal warning for . The subjects were gone
upon officer arrival.
failure to illuminate.

Sunday, Sept. 8
2:22 a.m. A caller reported
several people exiting a
white SUV and running
around other vehicles in
the Stewart Stadium parking Jot. No report was
taken.

Monday, Sept. 9
7:52 a.m. A caller in Col·
lege Courts reported a
stolen bicycle. A report
was taken.
1:39 p.m. A caller in Wells
Hall reported receiving
phone calls about a copy
machine.
2:42 p.m. A bicycle was
reported stolen from the
Doyle Fine Arts Center. A
report was taken.

Tuesday, Sept. 10
12:13 a.m. A wallet was
reported stolen at College
Courts. No repor t was
taken.
1:02 a.m. There was a
report that a smoke detec-

Wednesday, Sept. 11
6:34 a.m. There was a
report of an individual
receiving threats on-cam·
pus.
10:42 a.m. A caller reported
someone in a white truck
followed her home from
the Curris Center. A report
was taken and the incident
is under investigation.
5:53 p.m . An elevator was
stuck on the eighth floor of
White College.
11:20 p .m. A caller reported a
subject riding a
motorcycle through a Uni·
versity facility. The subject
was gone upon officer
arrival.
11:28 p.m. There was a
report of an injured person
on the University tennis
courts. A report was taken.
Police Escorts- 12
Motorist Assists - 5

Police Beat is compiled by Taylor Marie Ewing, assistant .
ttews editor.

Volunteer Meetin!!
.loin Our Team I
.

Positions oPen in News, Colleee Life,
SPorts & CoPY editine.
Tue!iday, !iept:ernber 1 7t:h in
• Who: First Baptist Church
• What: The NET is a praise and worship
celebration designed for the university sh1dent
and their needs.
• When: Each Sunday (when Murray State is in
Session) at 8 p.m.
• Why: Connects students with God, other MSU
students and our church family! Offers Bible study
and teaching each week.

Guest Smeakers Semt. 15
Anthony and Jennifer Boone
MSU Asst. Basketball Coach and MHS Head Soccer Coach

A van will be at Hart Hall a t 7:45 p .n1. every
Sunday for evening worship.
Refreshn1ents will be served each Sunday
203 S. 4th St.
753-1854

1 1 1 Wil!ion Hall at: 4:30
p.01.
.

Questions? Call 162·4468

w-orld l)riet1y
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• nation

• state
Kentuckians mark anniversary
of Sept. 11 terrorist attacks
LOUISVILLE (AP) - Kentuckians commemoratc>d the first anniver~ary of the
Sept. 11 terrorist attacks Wednesday with
somber ceremonies filled with prayer,
music and displays of patriotism.
"We grieve with a1J those who grieve
this day,'' said the Rev. Bill Hammer.
Ceremonies spread from courthouse
squares to schools to churches ncross Kentucky. Bells tolled at the exact moments a
year ago when the hijacked jetliners
slammed into the World Trade Center in
New York, the Pentagon outside Washington and a Pennsylvania field.
In Lexington, students nt Sts. Peter and
Paul elementary school hdd a 14-minute
remembrance ceremony compiNe with
patriotic and religious rl•ading and the
singing of" America the Beautiful."
Following the ceremony, students from
all five grades formed a human chain
around most of the building and planted
flags in the grass and hung flags on the
white-brick facade of the building.

Uofl ethics panel approves
interim president appointment
FRANKFORT (AP) ·The appointment
of state budget director jomes Ram!>ey as
1
intl•rim president of the University of
Louisville does not breach any ethical
guidelines, the Ex~'lttive Branch Ethics
Commission concluded.
In an opinion drafted for the commission's e-xpected approval Wedne!'day, the
ethics board staff said Rnmscy must still
take care to avoid any potential connicts of
interest
Ramsey, who holds a doctorate in economic~ .:md was a finalist to become president of Western Kentucky University, officially took over as interim president at
Louisville on Sept. 2.

State to compete for federal
bioterrorism research project
FRANKfORT (A~)- Kentucky plans to
compete to land a $50 million biotcrrorism
research laboratory, one of <1bout 10 the
federal government plans to put into operation, state officials said Tuesday.
The University of Kentucky would be
the site. UK President Lee Todd is to
accompany Gov. Paul Patton ne)\l week to
Washington, D.C., for a meeting with President Bush's science and technology ad vis·
er.

•world

Bush says Iraq regime
threatens United Nations

Missouri teacher faces
sexual abuse charges

NEW YOT{K (AP) - President Bush demanded Thursday that world leaders force
Saddam Hussein to destroy his
weapons of mass destruction,
saying the lives of millions of
peoplt! will be at risk and the
United Nations "will be irrelevant" unle~s it confronts Iraq.
"The just demands of peace
and security will be met or
action will be unavoidable,"
Bush warned.
"We cannot stand by and do
nothing while dangers gather,"
Bush told the U.N. General
Assembly. "We must stand up
for our security and for the per·
manenl rights and .hopes of
mankind."
Bu~h made his case against
the backdrop of widespread
hesitation among U.S. allies
and American lawmakers to
use force against taking action
on its own without Security
Council backing.
Bush offered to work in concert with other nations on a res·
' our common
olution "to meet
challenge." And, he said "If thP
Iraqi regime defies us again the
world must move deliberately
and decisively against the Iraqi
leader."

HILLSBORO, Mo. (AP) • An
eastern Missouri special edu·
cation teacher accused of having sex with one of her students has been ar.rested.
janet Medley, 38, was
charged Thursday with two
counts of statutory rape and
nne count of sodomy. She was
taken into custody Tuesday at
her home near O'Fallon in St.
Chorlcs County. Bond was set
at $25,000.
According to court records,
Medley admitted to police
during nn interview that she
hnd Sl'xunl intercourse with a
student at Grandview High
School in Jefferson County.
The 16-year-old boy's mother
told KSDK-TV her son is
learning disabled and border·
line mentally retarded.

~an

makes terrorist
threats, faces charges
PARSlPPANY, N.J. (AP)- 1\
man who said he was "going to
make some news" on Sept. 11
has been charged with making
terroristic threats.
Samirkuma Patel, 25, of Lake
Hiawatha, was also charged
Tuesday with creating a false
public alarm. He allegedly
made the comment Sunday
morning while discussing the
attacks at a Parsippany conve·
nience store.
Patel was arrested after Par·
sippany police questioned him
at his home. He was being held
at the Morris County Jail on
$5,000 bail.

3

Palestinian Cabinet
resigns over reforms

Hall of Fame announces
rock..and ..roll nominees
NEW YORK (AP) - The
Cbsh, Elvis Costello and the
Attractions, and The Police are
among the first-time nominees
on the 2003 Rock and Roll Hall
of Fame ballot.
Swedish hit-makers ABBA.
disco pioneers Chic and the
German electronic music pio·
ncers Kraftwerk arc also eligi·
ble for the Hall of Fame.
The Sex Pistols return to the
ballot after not being voted in
lnsl y!'ar, meaning the hall
could givl' ilc; first nod to the
firilish punk rock generation
after two American acts, the
Ramones and Talking Heads,
were inducted this year.
Longtime nominees Black
Sabbath, whose lead singer
Ozzy Osbourne reached a new
Jevd of television fame this
year, an• back on the ballot.
Other nominees include
Australhm rockers AC/DC,
rhythm 'n' blues veterans the
Dells, Detroit revolutionary
rockers MC5, -the Righteous
Brothers, the Patti Smith
Croup, Lynyrd Skynyrd and
Steve WinwooJ.

RAMALLAH, West Bank
(AP) - The Palestinian Cabi·

net resigned Wednesday as a
result of a showdown
between Yasser Arafat and
parliament- the most serious
cha1Jenge to the Palestinian
leader since he returned
from exile in 1994.
Earlier in the day, Arafat
had set Jan. 20 as a date for
presidential and parliamentary elections in an attempt
to defuse the confrontation
with disgruntled legislators
who have accused him of
making only half-hearted
reform efforts and ignoring
their repeated complaints
about government corrup·
tion and incompetence.
But the gambit fa iled, and
legislators insisted on going
ahead with a vote on the 21member Cabinet, leading its
members to resign. Arafat
now has two weeks to present a new Cabinet to the
parliament.
The move did not appear
to immediately endanger
Arafat's position and did not
appear to be organized by
any individual challenger,
but it was a blow to his prestige
and
reflected
a
groundSwell of discontent.
"There is a crisis of confidence," said lawmaker Salah
Taameri, a veteran member
of Arafat's Fatah movement.
"Believe us when we say it's
serious."

Latvian ccut delays trial
of Sta&nist-era crininal
RIGA, Latvia (AP) - A
Latvian court on Wednesday postponed the trial of
81-year-old Nikolai Larionov, accused of deporting
some 500 people during
the Stalinist e ra, after a
doctor declared he wasn't
fit to remain at the hearing.
Prosecutors say Larionov
was an official in Latvia's

Ministry of Security when
he oversaw the forced exile
mostly of farming families
in 1949, four years after the
Soviet Union occupied this
Baltic Sea coastal nation.
He's charged with 150
counts of genocide and
faces life in prison if con·
victed.
·•

u.s. relocales l'tld-East
M'ditary Headquarters

WASHINGTON (AP}The command headquarters responsible for U.S. mil·
itary operations in the Persian Gulf area is moving
some of its people to an air
base in Qatar, officials said
Wednesday.
The officials, who spoke
on condition of anonymity,
said the shift did not mean
Gen. Tommy Franks, commander-in-chief of U.S.
Central Command, will be
moving from his headquarters in Florida. These officials did not rule out such a
move later but said no decision had been made on this.
For months the U.S. mili·
tary has been building up
its command and communi·
cations facilities and equipment at al-Udeid air base in
Qatar, which likely would
be a major U.S. asset in any
war against Iraq.

"No situation of hurt, no
philosophy or religion can
ever justify such a grave
offense on human life and
dignity,n the pope said. "Terrorism is and always will be a
show of inhum.m ferocity
that, precisely fl)r this reason,
will never be able to solve
conflicts among human
beings."
Referring to the attackers,
he said: "We need to interrogate the conscience of whoever planned and carried out
such a barbarous and cruel
design." Later, speaking in
his native Polish, John Paul
asked prayers for "mercy
and pardon" fot U1o$C who
carried out thl' attack.

Pakistani police raid
ai-Qaida hideout

KARACHI, Pakistan (AP)
Pakistani police shot dead
two suspected al-Qaida
members and captured five
others in a ferocious, fourhour gunfight Wednesday,
stepping up pressure on the
remnants of the terrorist
movement a year after it
made its mark on tht> world.
Six officers, including two
intelligence agents, were
wounded when police
stormed the top-floor apartment and the rooftop where
the gunmen held out
Pope calls for mercy against hundred~ of troops
in the street below and on
for terrorist hiJackers the roofs of nearby apart·
VATICAN CITY (AP) • ment blocks. Two of the
Nothing can justify the wounded were reported in
ferocious cruelty of the critical condition.
Sept. 11 attacks, Pope John
Police officials said one of
Paul 11 said Wednesday, but the dead militants and one
added that the world must those arrested were Arabs,
end injustices that lead but their nationalities were
hatred to explode into vio- not known. Tht! rest were
Afghans, he said.
lent acts.
The fedt~ral Interior MinSpeaking to about 8,000 istry in Islamabad conpilgrims in a packed Vati· firmed all the gunmen were
can auditorium, the pontiff foreigners but released no
questioned the consciences further information.
of those who planned the
"barbarous" attacks. Later, World Briefly is compiled by
he asked for prayers of for· Tim Si11iard, stnffturiter
giveness for the attackers.

SGA Elections
Wednesday, September 18
Time:

**
*
**
*
*
*
**

*

**
*
**
**

8:30am - 4:30pm

Where: 3rd floor Curris Center
Theater
Senators will be elected to represent the
following groups:

**
**
*

*

• Freshman
• College of Business and Public Affairs
• College of Education
• College of Health and Human Services
• College of Science
• College of Humanities and Fine Arts

•Must have Racercard to vote•

**
**

**
*
**
*
**

The Murray State News
is looking for

Sales Representatives
for the 2002-2003
school year.
No experience necessary
and competitive wages!
Apply at The Murray State Nevvs
1st floor Wilson Hall

..
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op10.1on.

opinion editor: Severo Avila
phone: 762-4468
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ra hours, but no students
Our View

THINK
If you could choose, what
super hero would you be?
Why?

Issue:
Murray State
ex tended the
hours of several
Food Service
locations on
campus.

POSITION:

" Butmanbecause I' m a
man of the
night."

Students are not
taking advantage of the
extended hours,
and costs continue to rise.

Boward Dillard
• senior, Clinton

"Supergirl because then I
can fly, be fast,
have x-ray vision,
and·it would be
cool to fly places'
in a couple of
seconds."

Food Service locations across campus
have recently extended their hours in
order to cater to students who have late
classes or who choose to eat later in the
day.
The Thoroughbred Room, Winslow
Dining Hall, Fast Track. Domino's and
Subway have all extended their hours.
Unfortunately, students have not been
taking ad vantage of these extended hours,
whicli is costing the University money.
The additional hours will raise labor
cost 5 to 10 percent, as well as food cost.
That means all those hours students fail
to utilize this new service, University
funds are being spent to pay Food Services personnel and buy extra food that
goes uneaten.
This expenditure of extra dollars could
come back to bite the very students it was
designed to help.
Students need to realize this extension
is for their benefit.
There will come a point when University officials realize they are losing
money in this venture.
Needless to say, they will cut the hours,
and the students who actually do patronize these places during the extended
hours will be left with nowhere to go.
These places exist for your convenience. They offer a place, on campus,
where you can get good food at reasonable pnces. The staff is friendly and reliable.
If you take full advantage of the services they are offering now, they will be
more likely to offer even more services in
the future.
The decision is yours.

----

-=
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Evey Maddo.x
sophomore, Ft. M!IC/16/1

Bicycles, carpools, Patriotism that
helicopters and feet lasts a lifetime

" Yogi Bear because he eats
all the time and
loves to sleep.
'Smarter than the
average bear.'"

I

In My
Opinion

Mike Ryder
freshman. Hebron

II

"Popeye- I
think it's hilarious
that he has to eat
spinach to be a
hero."
Pam Etemcsi
senior, Kenya

Bech

Howard

th e·

murray
c;;state
news
2609 university station
murray state university
murray, kentucky 42071-3301
e-mail: thenews @murraystate.edu
fax: 762-3175
Loree Stark
editor In ch1e f

762-6877

"So, felJow
students, what
are we to do?
I haven't a
clue. The
only advice I
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It's no secret: M urray has a
parking problem. Big time. This
is my fourth year at Murray
State, and I came tbis semester
prepared to face the challenges
of the parking lot. Alas, just
when I thought I had it aiJ figured out, the University threw a
c urve - it took a big chunk out
of the realm that is parking on
the fiTSt day of the semester.
That's right; they began construction on the new science
bui lding the first week of
school, with no thought of us
unsuspecting motorists.
I cannot even begin to
describe the frustration I experienced the first day of school. I
was driving along o n 16th
Street when the shock came no parking, road c losed. I
a lmost lost my composure as I
raced to fmd the nearest lot. It
was not a pleasant way to start
the semester.
Don' t get me wrong, I'm a ll
for a new science building. I am
not, however, willing to give up
piles of money due to parking
tickets (as if a poor, starving
college student actually has
piles of money). Yes, I have
already received two of those
blessed windshield accessories.
Granted, I wasn't parked in an
actual parking place, but I did
the best I could. I did not park
in a handicapped or blue zone.
There just weren't any spots
when I arrived, and I was not
willing to be tardy to class, so I
parked my 'little Oeo on the
grass. I promise I wasn't hurting anybody - honest.
I find it rather frustrating that,
in order to find an unoccupied,
legal parking spot, one must
arrive to class 30 minutes early.
Lately, in order to avoid the
unwanted citations, I have been
getting to campus at 8:45 for
my 9 :30 classes. Of course, that
does mean an earlier wake-up
time, but it beats another $10

fine, right'? Maybe.
Do I actually have any parking solutions? Not really. All I
ask is for the " powers that be"
to give us a break. We' re not
parking in the grass out of a
malicious desire to wreak havoc
on Racer Patrol. We just want
to get to c lass.
Furthermore, is it too muc h to
ask to create more parking spots
before digging up the old ones?
Just a suggestion.
Also, were "they" not aware
that enrollment passed the
10,000-person mark? Do they
actually believe, given the history of parking at Murray State,
it is possible for everyone to
have a spot? Not likely.
I am not the only one who
feels this way. I asked another
student, Josh Koster, to give me
his take on the situation . Josh
replied with a thoughtful smile,
"Multiple-level parking garages
are the ultimate solution." Is
that the answer? Nobody seems
,
to know.
So, fellow students. what are
we to do? I haven't a clue. The
only advice I can offer is to carpool, walk, ride a bike or be
lowered out of a helicopter.
These are the only means of
getting to class on time without
receiving an unsightly citation
(although there may be a hidden
charge for using Murray's airspace with the helicopter - I
haven't yet tried it).
Folks, the bottom line is that I
really don' t have any new, fool proof idea to push. I think l just
wanted to vent for a while. So
for those of you who ac tually
read this, thanks fo r listening
(or in this case, reading). And,
if you didn' t take the time to
read this ... well, it doesn' t really matter then. does it?

Beth Howard is an elt mentary
education major f rom Marion.

In My
Opinion

Heathe r

Bryant
"I was
changed on
the inside,
and I felt a
change was
needed on the
outside as
well."

As the needle pierced
my s ldn again and again,
permanently painting my
body with patriotism. I
never even flinched. I sat
in the cold, vinyl chair
while a guy named Jay
held the future of my
appearance in his hands.
The waJJs were decorated
with a plethora of images
ranging from fire-breathing dragons to cartoon
characters. As the loud
music blasted from the
speakers. covering up the
endless buzzing of the
tattoo guns, I thought to
myself, "This is America."
I live in a country
where I have the freedom
to do and say whatever 1
want to, as long as it
doesn't physically harm
ano ther person. I have
freedom of religion and
the right to worship however I choose. l even have
the right to choose what
kind of art I want to display forever on my body.
On Fall Break of last
year 1 decided to do it- to
walk into the Dancing
Dragon and walk out with
a symbol that would be a
constant reminder of the
freedoms I posse~s and
oftentimes take for granted.
The month before was
when the tragic events of
Sept. II had taken place.
I was sitting in my 9 :30
contemporary
mass
media class when I first
heard d1e news of the terrori st attac ks . I think
everyo ne
remembers
where they were when
they first heard the words
and saw the images of the
smoldering black smoke
tainting the brilliant blue

sky that September morning. I remember seeing
fear on the people's faces
that even ashes and tears
could not hid~.
I was just a typical l g.;.
year-old college freshman. 1 had always been
grateful to live in America and proud of my country, but after Sept. 11, I
began to actually $ee the
beauty of America. I was
changed on the inside,
and I felt a change was
needed on the outside as
well.
I looked down at my
leg and saw my own personal memorial and tribute to the three things I
hold most dear in my life;
my God, my family and
my country. A cross with
vivid, green ivy entwining it and a red, white and
blue cherry blossom now
adorn my right leg.
My father passed away
on Sept. l 0, 1999, so for
me this week also serves
as a memorial to him.'
1 am not writing this to
try and persuade everyone to go out and get a
tattoo; I am only encouraging people to discover
a way in which they can
personally take time out
to remember America
and all that it stands for.
The year-old America nflag sticker on my car
faded a long rime ago, but
my red, white and blue
tattoo will stay with me
fore ver.
l love you. Daddy ; and
I love you too, America.

Heather Bryant is a
sophomore print journalism major from Dover.
Term.
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Comic strip encourages gay
bashing, paper encourages strtp
To· the Editor:
After reading the ''Professor Hobo"
comic strip on Sept. 6, I felt dismayed as
well as incredibly upset.
As a gay student on Murray State' s campus, I cannot believe "The Murray State
News" would advocate such senseless violence as it did in the "Hobo" comic.
Creators Justin Young and David Rothwell portray a student questioning his sexuality due to a kiss from his frat brother.

The advice Professor Hobo gives him is to
hit his frat brother while be is asleep.
Do you realize how unsafe this could
make gay and lesbian students feel and how
malicious it is to advocate hitting someone
while they are asleep?
A gay soldier at Fort Campbell was beaten to death in 1999 with a baseball bat, in
his sleep, by a fellow soldier who was prejudiced.
Now the same scenario shows up in ''The
News'" comic strips.
This advocating of senseless violence by
"The News" is unprofessional. unethical, as
well as part of the problem gays and lesbians face every day in dealing with igno-

·t

ranee that leads to violence and hate
crimes.
Not to mention that hitting someone is a
cowardly way for a person to denl with
questions of one's ~exuality.
Apparently, Young and Rothwell do not
know how to deal with adult situation~ in
adult ways.
It is even more obvious that no one at
"The Ne ws" has any editorial gall to stop
this kind of matenal, nor fathoms how it
contributes to the problem of discrimination.
rm not asking "The News" to necessarily talo.e a pro-gay stance, but l' m asking it
and its staff members to act in a professiOn-

al, unbiased and nonviolent way.
Michelle Barber
Senior
Warren, Mich.

Wntito us

•"'fhe Murray State NeWs'• welComes cornmen~
taries and letters to the editor. Letters should be
300 words or fewer and must be si~. Contributors should ipefude addn:sses and phone
numbers for verification,~ ittCNde bo!Qetown. ctassific;ali~lttle or rela'donShip (o the
University. ''The Murtay State Newt.. reserves
the right to ed.it'for sty~ Jenstb and conlenL

• •
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Removal of BBQ Rediscovering joys of
electronic
duck
hunting
gets saucy reply
In My

Opinion

je.:-.sica.
Brown

"It is
intolerable
that the
students'
appetites
should be left
up to the
mercy of
Food
Services."

I know real BBQ when I see it,
and I certainly don't see it.
Imagine my surprise when I
went to Fast Track for the first
time upon returning for the new
school year to find it had done
away with my BBQ. I had waited all summer. My mouth , was
watering. my stomach yearning.
aching, begging for that Murray
State BBQ.
What a letdown.
Thus. I had to settle for a bean
burrito. And not just any burrito
- nn overpriced. inflated, $1.15
burrito. up from a buck.
You know what I'm talking
about. We've all noticed the
inflation as well as missing food
items.
It IS intolerable that students'
appetites should be left to the
mercy of Food Services. Granted, this is higher education. but
when one's starving, there is no
way one can add $1.15. $0.45,
$0.85 and all those crazy numbers like that in one's head. They
also thought they'd be sneaky
and take away my com dogs and
cappuccino.
It's a travesty, I tell yo\}. They
might as well take away my
livelihood.
Uut I've got some solutions
for these foul dealings that Food
Services has handed us.
I. Shop at Sam's.
Word on the track is that Food
Services had to raise its prices.
because its suppliers raised their
prices . At Sam's, you buy in
bulk. More food. less money.
Everyone goes home happy.

2. Order directly from the
Pepsi man.
I noticed that canned soft
drinks are now 55 and 75 cents.
up from 50 cents. That's an
abomination. I worked at a camp
this summer. We got drinks from
the Pepsi man, and they were 50
cents. Something ain't right.
3. The real issue at hand is the
BBQ.
I've been told that they took
away my sweet life support
because they are now strictly
self-serve.
And?
If it's not broke ... well, you
know how it goes. They had the
right idea with the crockpot and
the ice-cream scoop. What's the
deal? If they're worried about
people taking more than a :;coop
or two, then just put it in a little
styro-bowl for me, prepackaged
like the nacho cheese used to be.
I won't complain.
If it's touching the buns
they're worried about, my
answer is to prewrap them in that
faux aluminum like they used to
do. Is this too much to ask? It's
not rocket science.
I hope I've brought some
awareness to people while also
offering some solutions that will
benefit us all - especially me.
However, kudos on the extended
allowance and extended hours
that Fast Track has so generously given us.
Jessica Br~wn is an illustrator
for "The Murray State News. "

GAGNON-0?

On
the
John

"Saturday
afternoon,
gunm
hand, I
patiently
viewed the
sky waiting for the
day's catch
to be
spooked
up by my
faithful
dog. After
quite some
time, my
canine
companion
sailed
through ·
the air into
the underbrush."

Howdy folks. I know there are a lot of
hunters here at Murray State, and like all
hunters out there, you thoroughly enjoy the
feeJ ana thrill of the hunt. whether your
game of choice is waterfowl, deer, rabbit,
bald eagle or squirrel.
Why, there's nothing more exhilarating
than bagging a large, 45-point buck. right
deer hunters?
As an avid waterfowl hunter myself, I am
no exception when it comes to getting an
adrenaline rush from decimating the ranks
of bird populations.
OK, so those of you out there who know
me are probably in a state of bewilderment
mixed with uncontrollable laughter right
now, trying to imagine me as a hunter. And
for those of you who know me only by my
goofy mug shot and weekly words of wisdom, it is probably equally difficult to
imagine me as a hunter. But [ speak words
of truth. folks - nothing else.
Now, I will admit, it has been a while
since I brandished a weapon and engaged in
the sport of hunting. In fact, it has been
roughly I 0 or I I years. However, this past
weekend, I decided to end my cease-fire
with the animal kin2dom. I was determined
to send many a duck to that big pond in the
sky.
Saturday afternoon. gun in hand, (
patiently viewed the sky, waiting for the
day's catch to be spooked up by my faithful
dog.
After quite some time, my canine companion sailed through the air into the underbrush. Instantly, the ducks began to pop up
two at a time. They were flying erratically,
but'I stiJI managed to bring them down with
each shot of my weapon. And with each one
that went down, my trusty dog rose from
behind the brush with the dead bird to congratulate me.
Of course. as time went on. I started having more difficulty bringing down the birds.
And as the birds escaped my sights more
and more often, my faithfu l dog began to
emerge from behind the cover of the brush
with a mocking expression on his face. I
could almost swear he was laughing at me.
All in all, though, Saturday wa.o; a good
day of hunting, and I managed to rack up
quite f1 k,iV c.qunt withoY,t haVing to leave
1
mY, apartment.
·
•
••
'' At this peint, perhaps you are a bit confused. I know I am. I write all my commentaries in a state of confusion, so it has to be
hell for you guys to read this.
Is Gibson lying? Could he have had some
kind of Totino's Party Pizza-induced hallucination? Did he really hunt ducks in his
living room?
I am sure these questions and many others, such as "Is there life on other planets?"
or "Where's the beef?" are running through
all your minds right now.
No, folks, I am not lying, nor am I hallucinating. And the elusive beef is out there
somewhere, I assure you.
I was hunting, and I had all the things
needed for duck hunting. I had my duck
blind, albeit in the form of a rather comfortable futon and a small table upon which to
prop my feet; I had a shotgun, albeit in the
form of a "zapper" pistol which eliminated
my prey with emissions of light, not bullets.
And yes, I even had a trusty dog, who
upon my failure to kHI n duck would pop up
and laugh at me from behind the underbrush.
·
At this point, I know for certain that all
the dorks and people who still think they
live in the '80s- I myself having dual citi-

ze,nship in both categories - fully realize
wtlat I am describing.
However, for those of you who sold your
Nintendo Entertainment Systems and
advanced into the Playstation 2 age hoping
to forget all memories of the former eightbit relic, I shall explain.
I have rediscovered the wonderful world
of "Duck Hunt."
For about 10 years, my Nintendo had
been thrown up in the top of a closet gathering dust. In that decade, gaming systems
rapidly improved, and I kept up with them
for the most part until a few years ago.
But time stayed still for my little friend,
the NES. I gave little thought to it being in
storage, and I cared even less about "Duck
Hunt," as I had never been very good at that
game as a child.
In fact, the only time I did have any luck
was when I would sit a foot away from the
television, clicking away with my light pistol. And even then I sucked. The birds still
eventually eluqed my grasp; the dog still
mocked me.
And let me just say, too, that being
laughed at by a ·cartoon dog (and a poorly
pixilated one at that) can have serious traumatic effects on a kid. at least in my case. 1
even cried once because of that damn dog.
That was the worst experience of my junior
year in college.
Anyway, the end of the summer rolled
around and, before 1 moved back down to
Murray, I began looking for things that
were going to further distract me from my
studies at school.
Upon rummaging through the closet, I
came across the NES and the light gun.
Knowing full well I was going to be made
fun of by my roommates for hanging on to
such an antique (well, for that, and about 80
other things I say, do and own), I decided to
bring the NES back to Murray.
As it turned out, the NES received a much
wanner welcome than I had originally
anticipated. and "Duck Hunt" has provided
us with at least a few hours of entertainment. I have to admit, too, that my skills as
a hunter have greatly improved.
Why, last Saturday, I managed to rack up
a score of 260,900 points, making it to
around level 15 of the game; this was the
best Duck Hunt score of my life. I could
have made it much further had it not been
for the fact that one of my friends called me
in midgame.
You see, I have issues when it comes to
multitasking. and I could not talk on the
phone and kill poorly digitized ducks at the
same time. Two ducks managed to slip by;
their escape barred me from advancing to
the next level and from receiving more
glory.
Holy crap. it's 1:30 a.m . on Wdnesday.
and J just realized I have written a minidissertation on my personal rediscovery of
"Duck Hunt."
I guess I should probably wrap this up,
seeing ns how I am sure there is some paper
or a chapter I have to read for class tommorrow.
However, I am having this strong desire
to go out, fire up the ol' Nintendo and lay
waste to some ducks. Oh, the decisions a
college student has to make.
Until next week, quack quack quack.

John Gibson is a columnist for "The Murray State News."

Gnome-tastic is not even a real word, people
In My.

Opinion

Severo
A\'ila

"The ad
alleges I am a
'little opinion
gnome willing
to gnome
around town to
deliver your
cornmen. ."
tanes.

I am not a garden gnome. Yes, I'm
short und qutrky looking. And yes, I suppose it's possible I might look somewhat
at home standing in someone's front
lav:n. I admit I ~o enjoy frolicking in the
woods every now and again. and I do
love animals, but a garden gnome?
Thb was the somewhat fruitless argument I used against my colleagues in the
newsroom as we debated the validity of
certain answers in our weekly newsroom
poll. A few weeks ago the question was
raised: What cartoon character would
each staff member be? Apparently, my
alleged friends on staff thought ( was
either Timonc from "The Lion King" or
David the Gnome from some asinine
canoon I haven't e~cn :-.cen.
The thought of being either an obnoxious mecrkat "'ho hangs out with a flatulent wart hog or a magical gnome who
rides around on a fox. rubbing noses with
fellow gnomes. was not terribly appealing to me. However. I was a bit relievctl
when they chose the latter.
I was relieved. that is, until the label
stuck.
Imagine me walking into my place of
employment (the newsroom) and finding
in -house ads produced. unbeknownst to
me. bearing the title: Severgnome.
>\pparcntly, one of our editors had nothing better to do than delve into the

archives and come up with a less-thanflattering picture of a garden gnome with
my face crudely pasted onto its neck.
Thank you Photo Shop.
And as much as I hate to admit it. the
picture is quite humorous. 1t includes the
little red cap "we" gnomes are famous
for. As you can see on the left, my editor
in chief has approved the inclusion of
said photo instead of my regular mug
shot. Will their merciJec;s ridicule ever
end'!
The
alleges r am a "little opinion
gnome willing to gnome around town to
deliver your commentaries." I ac;k you.
wac; that really necessary?
Now. imagine that ad being pla'itered
all over the newsroom. Everyone was in
on the joke. Every time I made a comment or asked a question. the response
would be in some way related to my
gnomeness.
If I asked for help getting something, I
was told that I should use my magical
gnome dust to retrieve it. If I got mat!,
they would a'ik, "What would David the
Gnome think?" And I am asked to leave
a room with the question, "lo;n't there a
garden you need to be tending'!'
If the ridicule was isolated to the
newsroom it wouldn't have been so bad,
but recently a group of stan· members
and I went to Applebee's for dinner. As

au

we sat discussing some random topic
(with this anal-retentive group, it wa~
probably the grammarical errors on the
menu), the subject turned to prices.
When I commented that the prices were
a bit high, my editor in chief Loree Stark
pertly suggested I pay with my little bag
of marbles gnomes use ao; currency.
Needless to say, all conversation
thereafter was along those lines. On the
way back in the car we got stuck in traffic, and I was asked, again by sarcastic
Ms. Stark. if I would kindly use my magical powers to lift the car and
change lanes. Of course, the
entire staff found this wildly amusing. And plea'ie alert Merriam Webster. Ms. Stark has coined the word
GNOME-TASTIC.
The malicious banter continue:. to thi;
day
Stop by the newsroom und you can see
the slanderou~ ad for your,;;elf. You may
even hear one of my colleagues degrading me with this nonsensical name-calling. But I think I'm learning to accept
their provocation by telling myself £hey
do it becau!>e they love me. Now there's
a fairy tale if I ever heard one.
So while house ads at ·-rhe Murray
State News" come nod go. one remains.
At least I'll leave Murray State one of
these days knowing I left a legacy.

I would have liked it to be for my academic performance, or even for my work
on the school newspaper, but I have a
feeling 1ity lasting impression at this fine
institution will be that I secretly tended
the Quad at twilight with my gnomish
brethren .
So if you see a small elf-like creature

darting about campus on a fox named
Swift. don't be scared. you can say hello.
It's just me ... Severgnome.
Hey, if you can't beat 'em, join 'em.

Severo Avila is opinion editor for "The
Murray State News." You ca11 visit him
beneath the roots of the .~hoe trte.
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Food Services extends hours of operation
by Taylor Marie Ewing
:-tssistant new!> editor
Student~ \\ ho once rushed to the various Food
Serv1ce locations around campus have been able
to slow down their pace now that the Thorough·
bred Room, Sunset Strip~. Winslow Dining
Hall. Fast Track, Domino'li and Subway have
extended their hours.
food Services Director Bill Benritcr said with
the exception of the Sugar Cube. there hali been
a system-wide extension of hour.;.
"There's quite a few things that have been
changed since school Jet out last May," Benritcr
said.
Benriter said Sunset Strips hours are 10:30
a.m. to 10 p.m Monday through Thursday,
10:30 a.m. to m1dnight Fridays and 12:30 to 10
p.m. Saturday und Sunday.
'1'he weekend hours at Sunset Strips arc as
they were, but before. the restaumnt wasn't really open the \\hole time," Bcnriter ~aid . "Before
the Mudents could only go nnd buy refreshments
and snackli, and now the full rest'!.urant is open
until close.''
Benriter s-.tid Winslow Dining Hall dinner
houri. have been extended from 4:30-6 p.m. to 57 p.m., while weekend brunch hours have been
changed from I0:30 a.m · I 30 p.m to I I am.-2
p.m. He said although Fast Tracks is still open
• until II p.m.• Mudents can now usc their meal

plans unul close rather than 7 p.m.
He said the T-room, which used to clo~e at 3
p.m.• now closes Ul 6 p.m. Monday through rnday.
"Domino's and Subway are contractors, anJ
they've even extended hours.'' Benritcr said. "At
least for the time being."
Bt!nritcr said although ht! is ceru.in Food Services' expenses will in1.-rcasc, he will not know
exactly how much until the month of September
is over.
"We don't have any figures yl!t. but it will be
consiJcrably more expensive, both because of
food and labor costs," Bcnriter said. "Labor
compri~es 40 percent of our budget, and it will
probably increase 5 to 10 pcrcem. plus the cost
of more food."
Benriter said Food Services' budget is about
$4.5 million. He said 85 percent comes from
meal plans, while the remaining 15 rx·rcent
comes from ca-;h and dtX:Iining balance purcha.~
cs and Murray State's catering service.
Although the extension of Food Service hour,;
began this semester, Benriter said this year's
meal-plan cos~ were not affect~d .
"Our meal-plan rates were formed late last
fall and early in the spring before some of these
changes were OK'd to tmplcment," Bcnriter
said. "So this yt!ar's meal-plan prices weren't
really .affected"

Benritcr said the cost of a meal plan incre:t-;ed
ahout 2 perl'Cnt this year. He said he think.c; there
will be a similar increase ne.xt yc;tr.
•·we try to 1\eep it down as low as we can,''
Bennter satd. "I would think (the cost of a meal
plan) would he !>imilar to la.'>t semester."
Benriter said the ~urge in enrollment, particularly' the large freshman cla~s. will help cover
S(lme costs from the extended hours.
"Our brc.ad and butter are students that live in
the (residential colleges).'' Benriter said. "Still,
if they are living with us and the numbers are
higher than predicted, we have more people to
feed, and it's a liule more challenging, but it's
always positive to have more revenue coming
in.''
Benritcr :;aid ~1udents have shown the most
interest in the extended hours at Fast Track.
"We've hnd more people come in the T-room,
hut not as many a~ we thought," Bcnriter said.
"We' re averaging nbQut 80 ro 100 more people
Monday through Friday. I thought we would
feed more people, but we haven't."
Benritcr said although many students have
not taken ndvantage of the extended hours in the
T-room, he is optimistic they will.
"Most of our business is during lunch; dinner
hasn't set in yet,'' Benriter said. ''But I think it
will in time."
Mail Meade, freshman from Louisville, said

lt:nny ll:~hn/7/le Nf'W5

Although many students have not taken advantage ofthc extended hours in the
T-room, Food Scnices Director Bill Benr·itcr is optimistic husiness "ill improve.
he goes to the T-rotlm often to cal and sucializc.
''I don' t go to Winslow as often because (the
T-room) is closer,'' ~teack said. "So after a hard
day of classes, I don't have to I..TO!>S the bridge
and walk all the way across campus."
Meade said although he thtnks it is a good
idea to keep the T-room open until 6 p.m.. he

wi~hcs it also was open throughout the rest of
the day.
"I wbh (the T-room) would stay open in the
afternoon~." Meade s:lid. "Say you're dying ol
thirst and you want to come in and get a soda,
but you can't bc~·:tuse they're not open. And
that's pretty bad when you' re dying of thirst.''

More tickets possible MBA program strengthens
by Tim Siniard
staft writer
lndignat.Jon over the l;tck of
parJ..ing spaces at Murrny State is
leading student-; to park in unauthori7ed arcao;, and a fully staffed
Public Safety is waiting with the
tickets.
Shirley Scott, parking supervi!tor at Public Safety, :.aid her
department wm; underst:Jifed laSL
year. The full staffing this year
may conuibute to student' noticin!! more tid.ds placed on their
cars, although Scott did not have
information showing an increa-;e
in parking tickets over Ja.;;,t year.
"We were short two full-time
staffers last year," Scott said.
''One employee had to leave to
work in the National Guard, and
another had to fill in aod help out
at Racer Patrolla.'lt year."
$('ott said her dcpanment is

fully staffed this year with two her$10.
:;tudent ticket-writel'li who work
"There is no parking," Riley
an average of 20 hours a week and said. ''We need more places to
another student who works 12 park."
Jordan Headrick, sophmJlorc
hours a week ns pan of a work.fromllopkinsvillc, agreed.
:;~udy program with the Universi"Those ... frt>shrnan arc parking
ty. In addition, it has two full-time
behind Franklin College when
dispatcher/ticker-writers.
Parking tickets issued by Public they are ~uppo~cd to p:uk at the
Safety cany u variety of fines for {Stewart Stadium) parking :uea,"
a variety of violation.,. $10 tickets Headrick sa1d. ''The parking area I
are issued for automobiles parked am supposed to usc wa., lull, und I
in the wrong LOne. $25 tickets are had to park soml·whcre clsl' "
Headrick v. as written :s $10
i:.sued for nonregistered automobiles parked at the Unio.·ersity $40 ticket for parking in a hluc zone.
The parking ::.ituation at Murray
tickets arc issued for automobiles
parked in a restricted area, such as State should c<JM! with the CX(lC<:tin u fire lane.
ed Sept. JO compk·tion of a new
Jessica Riley, freshman from parf..ing lot. whkh will provide an
Graves County, said she received additional91 parking !>pal'l'S.
Scott said funds generated by
a ticket from Public Safety this
parking ticket.; help pay employee
year.
Riley said :;he par_kcd near the ·salaries. includmg ticket-writer
nte u\;ttl for the 'cdllfcnce "'at the· Lowry Center' Ml1 Salatit.'>,
received a parlting ticket lining 11 suoction o( new p:irking lhts.

m'd
~

by Adam L Mathis
!'talf wrircr
The loundation of Murray State' s
Muster of Business Administmtion program is being strengthened by a new
Department of Labor program.
The Deparuncnt of labor'!> new rotational Program is recruiting MBA grad·
uates and graduatl! students to work in
the department.
Daruue lfarri.,on, dean of the College
of Businc"s and Public Affuirs, said pre·
vious programs focused more on com·
munity servil-e than bu~iness .
·~rhts is the lirst initiative that I know
of that the Department of labor has
taken to recruit specifically MBAs,''
Harrison said. ''I think it's un excellent
program because this goes out to all
universities offering MBAs. I presume,
and it gives students the opportunity to
do a co-op or Internship.''
' The pn1gram includes an MBA
Career Fellow.; program that guides

participants in on-the·job career development and a Cooperative Education
Progmm that grant studenb who have
not received their ma•aer's degree the
opportunily to he employed full-time at
Lhc Department of Labor.
"I think it's an excellent opportunity
for future MBA graduates to :-.ee if this
is something they would like to do,"
Harrison said. "It gJVC!> them anotht.:r
avenue of employment."
Gerry Muuka, MBA director nnd
as~islant dean. said the ptogratu \\uuiJ
broadcnlhe avl'llUC'!> ol studcut mvul ve
mcnt
·'The link between bu s 1ncs~ and goverruncnt is a very unpllltant link, und I
think for them it would he easier to
acknowledge and put that link to
extremely good use,'' ,\.1uuka :-aid.
Specifically, the Department ofl.ah<lr
is trying to recruit employee.' whu possess knowledge of busmess 1n the private sector. !Iarrison said Murr:•y
State's MBA program requirl'S students

to take classes in diver:-.c busll\ess
fields.
"That gives them a well-rounded
foundation in all of the area:. of busincs ~. which we think makes lor a
scronger individual to stun out in man
.agemcnt, middle management 01 lor
running their o\\n business." Harrison
$aid. "It also give:-. them a good found.t tion for moving up the management lad der.''
Harrison said bu~inc!>s professors will
inform thdr classe, of the llpportumty.
''I hope MlliiC uf our MBA!> whu are
rcnchmg tall graduat1110 take ad\ anlage
of this program,'' lbrnson sat d. "llhink
it's an excelleut opportunity.''
Muuka said the program was important for students :.ecking an MBA
Jegree and shmtkl be succes~ful.
"This (the Rotational Program) is
coming from l'rcsJdclll Bush, who ha'
an .MBA from Harvard,'' Muuka said.
"As far as tup mauagl!mcnt :;upport 1,1nd
top political support, it should succeed.''

*
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More food choices now available Enrollment exceeds
by Guier Millikan
oontrihuting writer
Starting last week, Murray State
has introduced several new restau·
rants and snack bars on campus to
ease students' appetites. One of
these new additions is a coffee bar
in Waterfield Library. The library
is currently conducting a contest to
give the new coffee shop a name.
Don Robenson, vice president
of Student Affairs, said the library
was chosen for the coffee bar
because it seemed the most practi·
cal location.
"We have tried this on campus
in several places, but we think it
will be most successful in the
library because this seems like a
natural place for it,'' Robertson
said. "Coffee will be something
students can drink while studying,
and this gives them an alternative
to soft drinks. We did our
research. and we've noticed thut
these' coffee bars have been successful in many other universities'
libraries."
In addition to the library coffee
bar, Orville and Wilbur's Chicken
Wings recently opened next to
Sunset Strips in the Curris Center.
According to Robertson. the
restaurant was added because
chicken wings are something other
college campuses have expcri -

cnced success selling.
Bill Benriter, director of Food
Services, said the University
decided to add the new restaurants
as part of the constam effort to
improve campus. According to
Bcnriter, a committee was established last year that offered suggestions as to how to improve the
food selection offered to University students.
"We came up with suggestions,
and now we're trying to use those
on campus," Benriter said . •·we
u~ually make changes from spring
to fall every year, and this wac; one
that came to mind."
·
Benriter said he expects the new
eateries to have a positive effect.
"We did this in an effon to pro·
v1dc more optioru; for the students
and serve more people," Oenriter
said. ''We realize not everyone
likes the same things, so we're try·
ing to have something for everyone. We hope this' is a positive
change for the students."
Students have mi."<ed feelings
about the idea. Deidra Walk,
freshman from Granite City, Ill.,
said she worries about the new
locations having an effect on
already-existing on-campus eateries.
"I hope this doesn't make the
prices go up at Winslow," Walk
said. "This could also be a good

10,000. students
by Erin Richards
as&stant college life editor

Margaret Harper/The News

The new coffee bar in Waterfield library, which Is now open,
will aUow students to purchase beverages while studying.
wishing to study late nights or
even just to grab a wann drink
during the winter months,'' Coleman said.
In addition to the new Food Services locations already established, a food·and-beverage cart
will be added to the Business
Building in the near future.
'This cart will be on the second
floor of the Business Building,"
Benriter said. "While at ftrst they
will only be able to accept cash
payment, eventually there will
also be a card reader for students
using meal plans."

thing for campus; it gives students
who don't want to go to Winslow
other options."
Tamyra Coleman, freshman
from Almo, Ky • .said ~he thought
the new additions were great for
campus.
"The chicken-wing restaurant
will give people a good place to
go, especially those who live off
campus and don't want to leave to
get something and risk losing a
parking spot," Coleman said.
Coleman also said the new coffee shop was a good idea.
'That will be good for students

After the usual enrollment fluctuation
in the fli'St few weeks of the semester,
President King Alexander said, SepL 6 at
a press conference he expects Murray
• State's final fall enrollment to reach 10,
OJS. Murray State officials attributed 'the
enrollment increase to retention and
recruitment efforts, as weU as higher
enrollment at ·Murray State's satellite
campuses, including the recently opened
campus in Hopkinsville.
Alexander said Murray State has triumphed over one of the most difficult
challenges for a university: increasing
enrollment while simultaneously improving the institution's quality. Since 1994,
Munay State has grown by 25 percent and
atttiCted more students from outside the
Western Kentucky region.
"Universality is bere," Alexander said.
Director of School Relations Paul
Radke said enrollment at Murray State's
four satellite campuses grew to 2,000 students this year, a factor he contributes to
the jump in enrollment.
"More and more students and parents
from outside the region are taking advantage of the high-quality, affordable education we have to offer," Radke said.

At the conference, Murray State was
also named 40th in "Kiplinger Personal
Finance" magazine's Top 100 Values in
Public Colleges. According to the
IGplinger Web site, www.kiplinget.com,
the choices for the Top 100 Iist were based
on a combination of cost. quality measures and financial-aid mea'iures.
'The October 'Kiplinger'' repon blends
the quality of what you do with access and
affordability," Alexander said. "We're
40th in the United States, as well as the
only university in the Commonwealth to
make the list, besides the University of
Kentucky, which was ranked 79th."
Alexander also spoke about Murray
State being named a "hidden treasure" by
the ..Kaplan, Inc." college guide.
"Being a treasure is great, but being
bidden is not necessarily an asset,"
Alexander said as he talked 1lbout the
University's efficient use of scholarships
to attract more student<; to Murray State an institution they may not previously
have been familiar with.
Said Alexander: "When the smoke
clears, you 'II see that this is a mark of economic growth and development for lhis
part of the country."
AddiJioTUJJ reporting was done by editor

in chief wree Star/c.

Former students facing federal charges await trial
·

by Tim Siniard
Staff Writer

Two former Murray State students who arc facing federal
charges for a prank that mistakenly led the U.S. Postal Service
branch in Murray to behevc it
wus·the target of an anthrax mailing have yet to have Lhetr day in
court.
Erin Creip:hton, of Morganfield, nnd Amy Wood, of Benton.
were accused and arrested in
October of mailing an envelope
containing a powdery substance
that leaked onto a postal worker's
shirt. The substance was' suspected to be anthrax. The envelope
was addressed in writing that
appeared to be Arnbic in style.

Wednesday
Spaghetti ~ecial
1.99

s

The incident. which closed
down the Murray post office for
one day and prompted visits to
the hospital for several postal
employees. resulted in an FBI
investigation.
Creighton and Wood. if convicted. could be sentenced by a
federal court to one to live years
in prison with a fine.
Representatives at the U.S.
Attorney General's Office in
Louisville would not comment on
the pending case.
•·1 can't tell much," said Marisa
Ford, an assistant U.S. attorney at
the Louisvil1e office. "All I can
.say is that the matter is being
evaluated."
Michelle Stevenson, represcntativc, at the U.S. Attorney's

- - SPAGHETTI-with Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce
---$1.99 - - -

DINNER SALAD - $1. 19
Lunch & Dinner· 11 a.m. • 9 p.m.
S OFT DRINK - $0.79

.~::;!st.

970

Pagliai'i Pizza

753·2975

"We want them to accept
responsibility and be held
accountable.''
MARK KENNEDY
Murray's U.S. postmaster
Office in Paducah, reiterated the
comments.
Stevenson said she did not
know when the matter would go
to court.
Mark Kennedy, U.S. postmaster at the Murray post office, said
he heard the two former Murray
State students are awaiting a pretrial and trying to work out a plea
bargain.
Kennedy said the investigation

was originally conducted by a
postal inspector with the U.S.
Postal Service who presented his
find ings to the Calloway County
attorney.
Kennedy said the Calloway
County attorney then bumped the
case up to a federal court.
Neither the representatives at
the U.S. Attorney's Office nor
Ke1 r,y Harvey, attorney for
Wood, would comment on the
rumor of a plea bargain.
..1 can only tell that it has not
been resolved." Harvey said. "No
hearing has been scheduled at
this point.''
Harvey said he was not sure if
Wood is a university student anywhere at this time, though be said
he believes she was working a
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women, but want them to pay in
some fashion.
..We want them to accept
responsibility and be held
accountable," Kennedy said.
..We will be satisfied with a verdict against them including reuibution to the post office.
'1t (the anthrax scare) was a
terrible ordeal. We had three
employees that had to be sent to
the hospital to be tested for exposure to anthrax."
Kennedy said all postal
employees had to evacuate the
postal facility immediately after
the envelope containing what
turned out to be powdered sugar
was discovered.
Said Kennedy: "It was a terri·
ble day."

·----------------------·
LUNCH SPECIAL

~----------------------·

"Home of the Special Bean Roll"

full-time job. He did not immediately have information detailing
the fine his client would receive
if found guilty.
At the time of the hoax, Wood
was a senior and Creighton a
sophomore.
Jamie Heyworth, attorney for
Erin Creighton, could not be
reached for comment.
Kennedy said he thinks the trial
is being delayed until sentiment
over the prank and the September
terrorist attacks fade.
" My understanding at this
point is that they (the attorneys)
are waiting for the wheels of justice to die down," Kennedy said.
Kennedy said he and his colleagues do not want · to destroy
the lives of the two young
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this vveel<
• m u sic
1. Dixie C hicks- "Home"
2. Eminem - "The Eminem
Show"
3. Avril Lavigne - "Let's Go"
4. Nelly - "Nellyville"
5. Coldplay - "A Rush of
Blood to the Head"
Source: Associated Press

• movies
1. Swimfan
Starring Jesse Bradford
2. Big Fat Greek Wedding
Starring Joey Fatone and
Andrea Martin
3. City by the Sea
Starring Robert De Niro

4. Signs
Starring Mel Gibson

s. xxx
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Mudball gets 'down and dirty'
by Erin Richards
assistant college life editor
It's wann, it's wet and it's stuck in
your underwear.
Erase those pornographic thoughts
-after all, this is a can1pus newspaper.
However, studentc; can engage in the
dirtiest Residential College Association-sponsored event this weekend
when the annual Mudball tournament
returns Saturday to the volleyball
courts behind Winslow Dining Hall.
For virgin Mudballers, here's how
it works: the volleyball courts are
combed for rocks and filled with
• water from the local fire department,
providing a sticky, sinking mass of
goo in which free-spirited college students attempt to play volleyball.
The event, which has been advertised in the residential colleges for
several weeks, promotes friendly
competition among the teams and
encourages all others to join in the
action as well, said RCA vice president Amy Bridges.
"We'll have two courts going, so
anyone can come and play," she said.
"It's a lot of fun, and we want people

photo courtesy of "The Shield•

Players at last year's MudbaJI game slosh through the ooze.
Later, many conducted wrestling matches and mud fights.
to come out and

support their residential colleges, as well as Murray State
in general, before the football game
that night"
Last year's Mudball tournament,
which Bridges said r.uffered from a
lack of early advertisement and storm
threats, only attracted a few dozen
players, but that did not discourage

Meni Jamison from having a blast in
the gooey quagmire.
The junior from Fon Atkinson.
Wis.. soon gave up acrually trying to
play volleyball and resorted to playing
in the mud instead.
· "I thought rolling around with my
friends was more the point of the.:
game," she said. ··we were running

and sliding in the mud and measuring
how far we went."
Bridges said she thinks Mudball
will nttTal.:t a lnrger crowd this yenr, as
all the residential-college athletic
director; have been given lists to
recruit players.
Those who do attend will be treated
to free sodu.'l and music <l~ part of the
RCA's festivities, which begin at I
p.m. Participants al!>o will be treated
to free periodic showers from the firelighters' hoses when the action on the
coum. gets too steamy - from the
afternoon suru;hine, of course,
And although the firefighters will
rin:-.e the big chunks of mud otT players before they go home, Bridges
warned against wearing anything
fashionable, suggesung students
··wear clothes (they) don't mind having ruined.''
But is having to tra~h your gyrn
~horts and tank top post-Mudball real·
Jy \\Orth it'?
~
Jamison thinks so.
"You get to meet new people and
get down and dirty in the mud with
your friends," she said. "What more
could you want out of collegeT'

Starring Yin Diesel
Source: Associated Press

• books
I. Alice Sebold- "The Lovely Bones"
2. J.D. Robb -"Purity in
Death''
3. Tom Cla ncy - "Red Rabbit''

4. Stephen King and Peter
Straub- "Black House"
5. David Baldacci- "Last
Man Standing"
·

Source: Associated Press

• website
www.newgrounds.com
This Web site is the ultimate
resource for all Flash animations on the Internet. From
games to funny cartoons, it is
all on this site. However, a
warning to those who hate
advertising: This site has a tendency to throw out a few popup ads every now and then.

road trip
So you crammed all week,
took that last test and col. lapsed in a tired heap in your
donn room. Don't let your
weekend suffer. All you need
is semi-reliable transportation, gas money and the sheer,
unadulterated will to have a
good time ...

• around town
Mu rray - The annual Ice Cream
Festival will be held at 10 a.m.
tomorrow in the City Park across
from Pagliais. The festival is sponsored by the City Park and features
free ice cream.

.• 1 hour drive
Paducah - The 5th annual Western
Kentucky Highland Festival begins
today, featuring Celtic dancing,
music and more. The festival, held
at Carson Park, focuses on Scottish
heritage. There will be many activities going on all weekend. For more
infonnation. phone (270) 443-2064.

- - - - - - . - - - - - -lCD Review!- - - - - .. - - - - •- -

Listeners explore alternate worlds with Rice's new album
he dwells there still, claiming the title Rex
Mundi: "the Lord of the Earth."
copy editor
On "Arka," a hollow roar is coupled y,jth delWith more than a dozen releases to his credit, icate strings, suggesting motion, while indefinboth eponymous and under the "NON" moniker, able tortured instruments contend with inhuman
Boyd Rice (etums with another dose of uneasy !\Creams in the background. As indicated in the
listening in "Children of the Black Sun," a two· track description, this muhitextured piece sugdisc CD/DVD set. While Rice's varying brand gests a descent into subterranean realms.
"Serpent of the Heavens" and "Serpent of the
of esoteric music defies easy categorization, his
latest album ostensibly explores the ambient Abyss" are concerned with Ouroborus, the
mythological World Serpent. The fom1er is
branch of the industrial genre.
Like numerous underground contemporaries, characterized by a low pulse of layered static
Rice's method of composition involves creating that builds to a devastating wall of noise pierced
intricate aural lando;capes composed of droning by shards of wavering tones. "Serpent of the
synth manipulations and unidentifiable sound Abyss" depicts an encounter with ito; titular
sources rather than solely utilizing traditional beast, a floating, wailing mao;s of hellish discord.
The remaining tracks, "Black Sun," "The
instruments and song structures.
Much of the ambientsubgenre's appeal hinges Underground Stream," "The Fountain of Foron the Rorschach-like nature of individual com- tune'' and ''Son of the Sun," are equally evocapositions. Each track serves as a blueprint from tive, yet the album works best as a whole. being
which the listener gleans a wholly individual more of a spiritual odyssey than a collection of
experience, matching mental images to abstract songs.
soundscapes.
As on pao;t albums, the subject matter of
With "Children of the Black Sun," Rice pro- Rice's work is linked with his interest'>, and one
vides an interpretive guide, supplemenTing each , need only look to his recent articles in "Dagobtrack with a conceptual ke~ in the liner note!i.l ert' s Revenge" and other submainstrea:m publiFor example, "Arka" is illusb"ated.~· ipllows: cations for textual parallels to the Gnostic and
"Arka is an underworld realm - the so-called occuh themes touched on in "Children of the
third eanh - to whence Cain was exiled after his Black Sun.''
The audio-only DVD version of the album is
expulsion from Eden. Some traditions assert that

by Christoph er Fre nch

es!'entially identical to its CD counterpart,
though the DVD-qualiry sound adds marked
depth to the alhum' ~ symphonic grandeur, lending further levels of sonic intricacy to each track.
For total immersion, headphones and maximum
volume are a must.
At once malevolent and ethereal, sinister and
sublime, "Children of the Black Sun" is a challenging album, recommended for anyone willing to wean themselves from top-40 pabulum or
interested in C:ltploring altered states, minus ~
potential dangen. of controlled-substance abuse.

• 2 hour drive
Nashville - Catch the singer of
''Are You Gonna Go My Way?"
and "American Woman" tonight as
Lenny Kravtitz takes the stage at
the AmSouth Ampitheatre. Also
playing tonight is Pink, the voice
behind songs such as "Get the Party
Started." The show starts at 7 p.m.,
and tickets run from $22 to $85.
Tickets can be ordered by phoning
(615) 255-9600.

•3 hour drive (or mo re)
Chicago - If you thought Rolling
Stones members were too old to still
be around, better think again. The
Stones are making a stop in Chicago
during their 2002-2003 world tour
tonight. They will perfonn at 8 p.m.
at Comiskey Park, rain or shine. For
ticket information, phone (312)
559-1212.

S~<gm~ ~~gm~ S~<gm~ rp rolUi d~y
~ lfil rraolUJ rac~s OlUI r n~wcest
m~m rb~rs of t~ce

G~rmm~ S~~9.f~ru ~ c~ ~ss :
Tanya Adams
Carla King ins
Rachel AI berter
Jenn if er M cKnight
Miranda Barnett
Sh annon Moore
Blair Bennett
Julie Morris
Amanda Borchert ~mm;i~l!IM M eghan M ottaz
Becky Bosse
Nancy Pa rri sh
Mary Brantley
Maggie Pechacek
H olly Burrell
Johnna Phelps
Molly Chaney
Jul ie Ru st
Diane Sater
Janelle DeCourcey
Jennifer Samples
Toni Duncan
Nico le Sext o n
Macie Fletcher
Lauri Throgmo rton
Nola Goehman
Cassie W ells
Lauren Jung
Emily Just

At Q11tzno_•s, we toast our

subs to enhance the Davor.
But our. ~Y toasted subs.. already
have a hea.cl start at great taste because of
our Ingredients - 100% real dairy-made
.
cheese, real Italian meats, real turkey breast
and real Black Angus top round, sliced fresh

.

~

dfitly

~ette·

DreG:Ict10J:l: we tbtak

you're going to be reaDy happy here.

TSP, you know!

Amberly Rollins~
you are awesome!
Congratulations
on a great
recruitment!
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under the stars
A guide: experiencing the great outdoors
by Kristen Watson
contributing wrlwr
It is a well-kept secret that a hidden treasure lies
in storage on the first floor of the Curris Center:
camping equipment for rental. From five-gallon
water jugs to tents, the Curris Center has provided
camping equipment for students for some time.
"for as long as I can remember (the equipment
has ·been here), and I have been here for 14 years,"
Shari Wi lkins, assistant director of Curris Center
scheduling and marketing, said.
Willtins said die-hard campers have used the
facilities for some time. Student groups such as Chi
Alpha and the Institution for lnternational.Students

also have taken advantage of the services on a regular basis.
Last March the camping equipment was even
loaded up for a Spring Break trip to Florida. International students venturing to the sunny paradise for
Habitat for Humanity said they were grateful for the
use of the camping supplies.
"Jim Saurer's (Curris Center director) office was
very generous in supplying 13 sleeping bags that the
international students might not have had," Jeff
Jenkins, graduate student from Raliff. said.
Wilkins said students are welcome to visit the
office or call a few days before designated camping
time to rent out equipmenl. However, spur-of-themoment road trips to Land Between the Lakes can

cause last-minute rentals, which are perfectly
acceptable, too.
Wilkins added that rental prices are highly reasonable. What is charged goes toward replacing old
equipment. Four tents alone have been replaced this
past summer. Fuel for lanterns and stoves are provided free of charge.
"We keep stocks replenished so everyone can
keep having fun," Wilkins said.
Wilkins also said that only about a dozen students
have rented equipment this semester. Although the.
equipment has long been available. most students
are unaware of its existence.
"Camping equipment in the Curris Center? Now
there's something I never thought I would see,"

Clint Meyh. senior from St. Genevieve, Mo., said.
With ~everal camping areas only a short driving
distance from Murray. the activity is popular among
many students.
.
"I love to camp because I love to be in the fresh
air," Robyn Orr. junior from Wichita Falls, Texas,
said. "Camping provides an alternative activity to
the everyday life of Murray. This is a great opportunity for students, because there aren't many camping rental places around here."
The next sunny. beautiful Saturday may be a
prime time to get off the couch, turn off the "Real
World" reruns and venture to the real world of
nature - with camping equipment compliments of
the Curris Center.

Where to Go ...

It.' s

B~c:k.!

Wednesday
Spaghetti §pedal

s. 1.99

-

- - $ 1. 99 - - -

DINNER SALAD - $1.19
Lunch &Dinner- 11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
•SOFT DRINK - $0.79
970 Chestnut St.
• Murray •

Papliaif Pizza

753·2975

Best Wishes Douglas

V o t e Kathryn

- - SPAGHETTI - with Meal Sauce or Marinara Sauce

in Mr. MSUI!

Wrig h t for SGA
Fre s hm a n S enator!
Paid for by candidate

In Christ, Christine

Student Law Association meeting will be held
Tues., Sept.l7 at 3:30 in the Mississippi
room of the Curris Center.
The Student Law Association is an organization open to
students of all majors who are interested in pursuing a
career in the field of law. The agenda for the meeting is
learning about the law school application process and
watching the video "Achieving the Dream."

For more information, contact Dr. Chaney at 762-3459
or Jennifer Payne at 759-0581

THOUSANDS OF ITEMS

5o/O
and

7

"!J::?
%OFF

International Business seminars
~~fi®IililU ~flrr0
wednesday, sept. t a @ 3:30 p.m. In BB4~

Ways to buy: Cash, Check,
Lay-away, American Express,
Visa, DIScover, Mastercard,
Financing Available

· Celebrate New Year's Eve in Parisi
·Earn upper division undergraduate or
graduate business credit
·Interact with top-level business executives
· Visit major business centers of Eu rope
·Learn about International business first-hand
and experience different cities' cultural,
social, and political envirQnments

']Iorence

Any questions1
Contact Dr. Sam McNeely
Telephone: 762-6205
Email: sam.mcneely®murraystate.edu

Advertise with Tl1e Murra\' State Ne~~vs!
.;
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Piping to the beat of a different art
by Erin Richards

:tssi~tant colleg~:

life edLtur

As a group nf nocturnal ultimate Frisbee players tossed,
dnve nnd fumbled for the disk in the Quad's d1mly lit lawn
a few weeks ago. u haunting, continuuus melody cut through
the darkness. Some of the player' exchanged perplexed
glant.:es - bagpipe music was I!IOt their usual background
noise.
"It's really nice to have some musk out here," yelled
Bowen Liu, sophomore from China, as he ran down the field
to catch the next pluy. ''I li~e it. It sounds hkc it's coming
frum nature,"
The unusual. perva~ive tones reverberating off the building walls surrounding the Quad made it nearly impossible to
locate the wund'<; origin. But off to one loide, behind some
bushes, stood a mu~ician blowing into n tangled mass of odd
pipes jutting from a sack under his am1~.
Rus~l Moore seemed almolol reluctant to be discovered.
"I really prefer to play when nobody ebe is around," said
the middle-aged piper, who is currently back in school
studying piano in Murray State's mu~ic department. "I don't
usually knm\ what I'm going to do; l just get out there and
play,.''
Although mu~ic ha~ hecn Moore's life-long interest (he
played darinct and sa,.,ophune m Murray High School), it
wasn't until he moved to Louiwille in 1990 and was
intrigued by several bagpipe organilations that he began
.seriously pursuing the art of playing the Great Highland bagpipes. Mome has played off and on for the past 12 years, but
he recently returned to a daily practice schedule.
"I've been concentrating on my talent n lot more lately,"
Moore said. "I had forgotten how much l enjoyed the art."
Beli.1re many can enjoy the art, however. they must overcome the challenge of learning to play the difficult iru;trument. Anne Marie de l'..c:cuw, a bagpiper in the Louisville
Pipe Band that Moore occasionally played in. explained the
construction of a bagpipe.
''!'here nre four reed~. one mouthpiece and one air reservoir that when MJUeeted by the player's arm, send\ air to the
four out·pipes," de 7..ecuw .'aid. "It's a very fussy instrument
-you have to adjust the moving pan::. constantly, tweak the
drones nnd make ~ure the stock joints are airtigh1."
DeZeeuw, a prolessor of music theory at the University
of Louisville, began playing the pipes with her husband
years <tgu after .;eeing an advcrti-.ernent for the Louis\-ille
Pipes Band. TI1c instruu1ent's complexity b pan of what
hooked her.
"Fur me, it'~ tlw chalkngt: ltl karning a\\ hok n~w bud)

of mu\ic," de ZccU\\ said. "There are only nine rllltes, but
tht· in~trurnent i, difiicuh to mnrwge physil'ally and play
well.''
Moore agreed with de Zeeuw ubout thc complicated
learning prlll:.'t·~~ and cumbcl">omc nature of the instrument bagpipes gcnemlly weigh about 15 pounds. De~pite the
challenge. however, the bugpipcs ;~rc a type of nonuadition·
al mus1c Moore said he is happy to promote. As an aviJ supporter of historic hish, Swottish and German testivuls,
Moore saiJ he cmbran:s music that reflects a society's culture.
'The bagpipes suit rny eccentric personality bc~:ause they
are dilferelll and unusual, but in addition to th;ll , v. hl·n I play
them, I'm exprc~sing my tile, culture and ancestry,·· Moore
~aid a.' he recounted how Sl·ottbh Highlanders settled
brietly in Kentucky hefore the Civil War.
Although they have always been more of an undeq.,'Tound
instrument in the United States, de Zeeuw said bagpipes
have perhaps g:~ined more media anent1on ~ithin the Ja.,t
year, as many pipers have been hired to 'play at Sept. I I
memorial ~rviccs, Several of Loul!o\-ille':- p1pers played
mournful melodies around town last Wcdncloday. she said.
The Sept. II tragedy v.as part uf v.hat brought MtXI!c
back to a regular: JO.minute·n-day pract1ce schedule. He
said the tntgedy made him reurganitc his priorities and
examine the really imtx>•talll things in his life. Returning ro
his bagpipes was one of thl·m .
"It's something I J.;cpt tl·lling myself I would pursu~:
again," Moore said. "Aikr Sept. II . l linally did. It puts me
at peace with peopk and the world.''
In hopes of introducing more people to till' love of playing the bagpipes, de 7..ceuw -;aid Louisville Pipe Band members are making greater efforts to attract young players. Currently, one middle-school and three high-school students
play with de Zeeuw in the band.
"Obviou~ly, in Scotland there :~re m:my juvenile players,
but in the United States there is l~s~ exposure and fewer
opportunities for J.;ids to learn the an," de Zeeuw said. "A"
we progress to new mu~icnl and technical levels, we feel
younger members are important because the future of the art
lies in their hands."
The bagp1pes' future also may lie in the ears of listeners.
c.:onsidcring Moore and de Zceuw both admitted M>me people find the sound or the in~trurncnt unbearable.
"Something nlx>ut it lll<tKC,') pcllple either absolutely love
the S\lUlld and lind it very insp1ring or ahsnlutely hate it." Je
ZceuY. ...aid. "There's not murh in ·bcl\\ccn"
Lt~e the ultintiltc Fnsbec player~ on the lawn, !>tudcnt... out
Jl night "dl ju.,t ha' e to Ji..,tcn and decide for themselvc-..

ConQratulations to the followlnQ
people for beinQ a part of the
2002-200} African-American
Recruitment Team:
Justin Grooms
Marteze Hammonds
Lauren Harten
Brian Mitchum
Brandon Long
Terrence Orr
Leslie Rowan
Shawna Smith
Faith Terry
Courtney Wilson
Jonathan Zellner

Lare Allen
William Amos
Sam Arnett
Erica Baker
Tammy Collins
~anita Corley
Tiffany Cowan
Courtney Crook
Erica Diggs
Amber DuVentre
Terra Epps

(Above) Russel Moore plays
••Ama:ting Grace" near the steps of
Pogue Library. Moore spends
about 30 minutes a day practicing
h is Great Highland bagpipes
around buildings in the Quad such
as Lovett Auditorium and Wilson
Hall.
(Left) Moore's bagpipes lie in a
defl ated state with other pieces of
Scottish regalia the musician has
collected over the years.

The Essential Day Spa
1311 Johnson Blvd • 767-0760

Delicious Sweets Designed
Just For You
966 Chestnut St.
(Beside Pagliai 's)
753 -2159

• Ex press faci al $15 • Ma nicure $ 15
• Eyeb row Arc h $ 12 • Ped icure $2 5
_ .............._ _... IVtASSA.G ES ........_.............._...........:
- Half-hour $30 - One Hour $5 0
• 1 0% o ff MSU St ude n ts & Faculty
• Com e in fo r a f ull li s t o f services
HOURS: Mon. ·Closed
Fri. 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Tues ·Thurs. 9a.m.· 6p.m. Sat. 8 a.m. - 2 p.m.

Free Delivery
In Town
Brad Pritchett,·
Owner

''Broke My Chain!''
No Problem
Broken chains, ring sizing or
loose stones ...

See the Jewelry Repair Specialist 1--:.;;.-~

THE BULLPEN
Steo~s Ov\d Spillits

•HOND&W••
Monday Night: Foo~ball
on t:he big !lcreen TV
- Appe~lzer !ipecial!i••• S 3. 95
- S 1. 75 Longneck!i

Two Great Services. One Great Price.

• VI:DNI:-0&W-·

Charter PipelinE~

-

Wa~ch

Don't Wait for Cable

- College l\ligh~ ••• 9 p.m. - 1 i! a.m.
S S cover - S i! off wi~h M!iU 10
- Dance Floor
- .D.J
- S 1 • 7 5 Longnecks

'

Charter Cable

Basic & Expanded Service: Over 70 channels

High-Speed Internet· Cable Modem Rental Included
Pers onal Pipeline s ervice package

845.95 per month
plus appliCable taxes and fees

• IHIJR.D&w••
- Karaoke l\light: & Ladies l\ligh~
- S3 cover••• Ladies i! 1 & over FREE
- S 1 • 75 Longneck!i
·
I

IIIJII.-. . . . . . . . . . . .

Charter

COMMUNICATIONS"

A W tRfO 1'/0Rdl COMPANY"'

906 South 12th Street • Murray, Ky.

Phone 753-5005

II() I. Jfh If.
I'IUI'I'~

MURRAY
AUTO SPA

Touch less Automatic
with Spot-Free Rinse
• 5 Self-Serve Bays
• Credit Card Access
on Autotnatic Washers
turtle wax
• Quality Above All

.~
.,.,

" }Jwr Car:\· Gmma Love Ya!"

1530 N. 121 By-Pass • Murray
(West of Ryan's)
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sports

sports editor: Chris Jung
phone: 762-4468

Six degrees game
links past coaches
J ohn T hompson , who used to
Murray State News" only weeks coach at Arkansas where his head
ago. In a matter of days I had to coach was none other that Housbecome familiar with virtually ton Nutt, coach of the Racers
everything related to the Universi- from 1993 to 1996.
ty's sports programs and have conHarrison Ford starred in
sequently learned some interesting "Raiders of the Lost Ark" with
information . The fact I wasn't Karen Allen, who was in
aware of these things strikes me as "Scrooged" with Bill Murr a y.
oddly pathetic considering I'm in Murray recently acted in "The
the midst of . my fourth and fi nal Royal Tenenbaums" with Ben
year, but perhaps the time I've Stiller, who broke Brett Favre
served trekking through Murray into acting in "There's Something
makes the history I'm about to About Mary." Favre, quarterback
present all the more interesting.
of the Green Bay Packers, had all
We're all vaguely aware of Mur- he could handle this past weekend
ray State football. I use the word with M ichael Vick and the
vague because student attendance Atlanta Falcons. Vick was once
at football games leaves a bit to be the star quarterback for the Virdesired. Sure, if they started clock- ginia Tech Hokies. His head coach
ing teams by 40 points every week there was Frank Beamer, head
we would all be there fighting coach of the Racers from 1981each other for the oft-vacant seats 1986.
and referring to the team as "we"
The freaky
" Polter geist"
instead of "they" in conversations muncbkin shared the screen with
with non-Murray students. Unfor- Craig T. Nelson in the same
tunate, but true- even for myself. movie. Nelson played the football
The point coach in "All the Right Moves"
Sports Talk is no one with Tom Cruise, who played the
looks to Mur- lead role in "Jerry Maguire," a
ray State as a film featu ring a cameo by T roy
hotbed of tal- Aikman. Aikman played with the
ent, and right- Dallas Cowboys - unti l sustainfu lly so for the ing his SOOth concussion - where
most part. But his teammate was running back
what
about Emmitt Smith . Smith played colthat other part? lege ball at Flprida where the curWhat sort of rent head coach is Ron Zook, a
claim to fame Racer assistant coach fro m 1978does
Racer 1980.
football have
Ghandi led an infamous life
that
most recently portrayed on the big
schools
do screen by actor Ben Kingsley.
Kingsley voiced the narration in
not?
As
I've
SETH
discovered "A.l.: Artificial Intelligence" starC OMBS
recently, Mur- ring Ha ley J oel Osment. Osment
"The Murray ray State is a shared the screen in "The Sixth
veritab l e
with Bruce W illis, who
State News" breeding Sense"
played a hit man in "The Whole
will manage ground
for Nine Yards" with Ma tthew
Perry was in an episode of
college
footto
connect ball coaches. Perry.
the sitcom "Friends" with Ben
Julius Caesar Who are these Stiller a few years back, who as
yet we all know was in "There's
to three-time as
unnamed mas- Something About Mary" with
Super Bowl ters of the col- Brett Favre. Favre was a Packer
c h arppion lege gridiron? teammate of Sterling Sharpe.
A couple of who now does analysis for ESPN
coach
Joe them might with former Murray Head Coach
Mi ke Gottfried (1978-1980).
Pannunzio." surprise you.
But just That's more than six degrees, but I
telling you would prove to be a dry don't give a rat's a%#; it's pretty
read, and absolutely no fun for me. impressive anyway.
Now, there is one more coach
So I've decided on a recognized
scientific
method
involving I'd like to name here, and it took
description based on a circular some time to come up with anystyle of argumentation designed to thing credible. In the end, I found
reach a commonality. In English, a way to connect a Division I footit's called the Six Degrees of ball coach of former Murray State
Kevin Bacon game. But to protect fame to starving sweatshop chilthe innocent and apply it to the dren in Indonesia. Don't ask quesissue at hand, I've decided to tions or even ponder this; it' s late,
change the name and simply call it and coherent thought has abanSix Degrees of Racer Football. If doned me.
The sweatshops in Indonesia
you aren't familiar with the rules,
feel free to ask your friend sitting were once boycotted by Ka thy
next to you or the total stranger Lee Gifford, the co-host of "Regis
that's been eying you ever since and Kathy Lee" with Regis
you walked into Winslow. Some- Philbin. Regis once played college football for Notre Dame, as
body close by should know.
In order to play this game cor- did J er om e Bettis. Bettis was the
rectly, I challenged a few friends one-time Steeler teammate of
over the weekend to name some q uarterback Neil O ' Donnell, who
random famous people that 1 hailed from the University of
couldn't trace back somehow to Maryland where former Murray
Murray State football via an old State assistant coach Ra lph Friedfootball coach. Ahhough I was sen ( 198 1) now calls the plays.
There it is. All Murray State stunaturally stumped a couple of
times (really, how am I supposed dents are practically the brothers
to link Osama bin Laden back to and sisters of the likes of Ghandi
Racer football?}, I did come up and Harrison Ford. For some reawith some fun connections. The son, these revelations do not instill
results? Well, let' s just say John me with the type of pride I think
Travolta, Harrison Ford. Ghandi they merit. But the bright news
and that spooky little munchkin resulting from this scientific
woman from the "Poltergeist" analysis is that Murray has estabmovies can all be traced back to lished itself as a pit stop along the
former Murray State Racer foot- road to college-football coaching
greatness. Perhaps in 20 years a
ball coaches.
Everyone ready? Let's go.
lowly staff writer for "The Murray
J ohn T r avolta starred in the State News" will manage to conaction fi lm "Broken Arrow" with nect Julius Caesar to three-time
former football great H owie Super Bowl champion coach Joe
Long . Long used to do football Pannunzio. Until then, watch the
analysis on Fox alongside former coaching staff carefully. You
Cris Collinsworth. Collinsworth never know who the next Bill Parwas a record-setting receiver at the cells might be.
University of Florida where Steve
Spurrier used to coach. Florida's Seth Combs is a staff writu for
current defensive coordinator is "The Murray State Newt ."
I started writing sports for "The

Women's Soccer
Standings

Men's Football
Standings
2-0
1-1
1-1

D-1
0-1
0-1
0-2

Tennessee Tech
Murray State
SEMO
Tennessee·Martin
Eastern Illinois
Morehead State
Eastern Kentucky

3-0-1
3-1-0
3·Hl
2-1.{)
1·2-1
1-3-0
0-2-0

by Nick Bans
staff writer
The Murray State soccer team lost its perfect
season Sunday. but gained valuable experience
against a top program. Yihen the Racers were
defeated by the No. 22 Tennessee Volunteers 6-1 .
The loss dropped the Racers' record to 3-1. but
gave MSU's young soccer program the experience of playing a nationally ranked team.
'1t's always a good experience to play in that
type of atmosphere.'' Head Coach Mike Minielli
said "You can tell your players how fa~t teams
like that are, but until they play that type of team,
it's hard for them to really know."
Minielli said that playing Tennessee is el(actly
the type of game that will help The Racers down
the road,
'"We feel like we have the type of team that will
be able to compete for the Ohio Valley Conference title this year, and with the automacic bid in
the NCAA Toumnament, this is the type of team
that we will be playing," Minielli said.
The Vols were led by Kayla Lockaby's three
goals, including the first two of the game in the
15th and 25th minutes. The Vols outshot the Racers 27-3 in the first half. Tennessee scored three
goals in the first 13 minutes of the second half.
but were shutout by the Racers the rest of the way.
MSU finally ended the Vols' chance for a shutout
with junior midtielder Kim Moceri's goal off a
j('nny Hahn/7 he News
header with 9:08 left to play.
The loss came on the heels of a victory over M urray State junior forward Jackie T homas gets a hold of a b all during a recent
Western 11linois Sept 6. in which the Racers practice. T homas scored a goal Frid ay during the women 's 5-0 victory over WIU.
earned their first shutout of the year. winning 5-0
remained 2-0 for the remainder of the tirst half freshman goalie Sarah Walsh. who had two saves
at Cutchin Field.
• The Racers scored at the 11 :31 mark and never and the first nine minutes of the second half. but in the game. Minielli wn.'i forced to make :>Ublitilooked back, taking a 2-0 lead into the half and the Racers put the game away soon after, scoring tutions throughout the game because of the sweltering heat.
scoring three goals in the first 12 minutes of the three goals in ju!\t over two minutes.
Freshman midfielder Lisa Pfeiffer opened the
''We ll)SC nothing when we go to the bench,"
second half to put the game away. The scoring got
underway when sophomore forward Kristin scoring in the second half with a diving goal from Minielli said. "If we didn't have the depth that we
Robenson's left footer grazed the hand of West- just in front of the net at the 54:28 mark. Robert- do, then there is no way that we would be 3-0 at
ern's goalie and found the top-right comer of the son, who assisted P£eiffer's goal. scored her own this point."
off a pao;s from junior midlielder Emily Schaller
Robertson also creditt·d the win to a team
goal.
Later in the half. sophomore midfielder Shelley with 55:54 el(pired in the contest Only 32 sec- effort.
"We came out with a lot of intensity and played
Corwin scored her first goal of the season, taking onds later, junior forward Jackie Thomas rounded
a pass from sophomore forward Theresa Reedy out the scoring for the day with MSU's 5th goal. well ao; a te-Jm," Robertson said "We had a lot of
and finding the net from 15 feet away. The score
The shutout came in the first career stan for great passes all day."

Former coach figuring out retirement
by Chris Jung
sports editor

Imagine being addressed with
the same first name for 37 years,
and tben one day waking u_p and

feeling uncomfortable being called
the only aliao; you have ever known.
That is how former Murray State
cross country and track Head Coach
Bob Doty feels.
"I spent 30 years in Illinois and
seven in Murray," Doty said. "It's
been 'coach' all the way. Now you
can just call me Bob."
June 30, following nearly four
decades of dedication, Doty decided it was time to step aside from a
sport he loved. Coaching and running definitely was not a flash in the
pan for Doty. His illustrious career
includes a storied run as a studentathlete at MSU. ln 1963 and '64, he
won the Ohio Valley Conference
100-yard dash and was named the
most valuable track athlete under
former coach Bill Ferguson.
"Bill was a heck of a recruiter,"
Doty said. "I hadn't even heard of
Murray until him. I was looking at
schools like Oklahoma State and
lllinois, but he convinced me to
come give it a shot.''
Doty says his decision was obviously the correct one.
"When I got to Murray, track was
big," Doty said. "We would put
5,500 (people) in the old football
stadium. Bill would bring in
schools from the Big Ten and the
southeastern conferences for us to
compete with.''
During his college career, the
teams Doty was a part of were
ranked nationally and brought
prominence to both the track and
athletic programs. As a result of his
success at MSU. Doty decided to
pennanently align himself with the
sport and hobby that had consumed
years of his life.
Before Doty ventured to Murray,
however, he made a name for himself in Hoopeston, Ill., at Hoopeston
Area Unit High School. Doty
served 19 years as the boys' head
coach and eight years with the girls.
While there. Doty led Hoopeston to
eight state championships in the

(

100-meter dash and S¢l.'<md-place
and fourth-place team finishes in
the state.
In 1994, Doty was ready to move
again. This time. however, it would
be a move back. Taking a spot as a
volunteer track coach for :MSU.
Doty was set for a gloriou~ return.
When he returned, Doty was surprised by the state he found the progrdm in.
"Between the time I left and
came back, (MSU) had dropped
traek," Doty said.
One year after his return, Doty
moved again, this time within the
program where he would take over
as head track and cro:-.s country
coach.
"I wac; forced to do the best with
what I had," Doty said. "The program was down, equipment was old
and, since we only had half the
available !icholarships that other
schools had. we were unable to
recruit all of the top athletes.''
A team in trouble did not get
Doty down, however. MSU was
virtually home for the former student athlete, and Doty was not
about to give up on a team. Rather,
he resurrected the probrro1m with
upgrades in equipment and rejuvenated the team's spirit with his fun
approach and coaching style .
"I was more of a relal(ed coach,"
Doty said. "I really tried to make it
fun while making the kids work at
the same time."
Doty's hard work. determination
and po~itive attitude were just \\hat
MSU needed. During his coaching
tenure with the Racen,, £A1ty com· piled 16 OVC individual-event
championships in indoor and outdoor track and tield as well ~ several top-3 team fini\hes in conference meets.
When it comes to his success,
however, Doty is focused on what
really counts.
!'Above anything else, I think I
& was most proud of the fact that we
graduated almost every athlete,"
Doty said. "We really pushed academics because I told the kids, 'If
you don't have the grades. then we
can't use you. Your academics
come first; you're an athlete ~ec -

Major League Baseball
Standings
National League

l<arri Wurth! The News
Former track and cross country H ead Coach Bob Doty
stand s at the venue where be coached for seven years.
ond."'
Besides talent in the sport and n
strong educational background,
Doty attest~ most of h1s success to
one other important factor.
"Nancy (Doty's wife) is the
backbone of my life," Doty said.
"She got me through my master' s
degree and she did an amazing job
of mising our kids. She's one of the
main reasons that 1 gave up co'aching."
Doty•s schedule kept him away
from his wife nearly every weekend
during the months of August to
May.
"Between cross country season,
then mdoor track and outdoor meets
for track. it was just a lot.'' Doty
);aid. "It just wasn't fair to (Nancy)
anymore.
Doty also li~ts the changing of
the times as a rca..,on for bowing out
in June.
"A coach has to change and grow
with the athletes,'' Duty said. ''Athletes just don't want to work as hard
anymore, and that's something that
really bothered me. A lot of times.
kids are doing it just to earn their
schola!$hip money and there is not
a lot of effort."
Since his retirement. MSU has
repklced Doty with Norbert Elliott.
Doty said he believes Elliott will
have success with the progrt~m.
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"(Coach Elliott) has been at a big
program and knows what it takes to
win," Doty said. "But a head coach
doesn't do much coaching anymore; there's too much paperwork.''
Doty offered Elliott one main
piece of advice.
"Get the kids to work hard, and
don't give up on them." Doty said.
After 40 years of teaching.
coaching, running and sacritice,
Doty has paid his due~ and hac; '
plenty of accolades to show. His
true challenge. however, begins
now at age 61 .
"Every day is a Saturday," Doty
said. "I ask everyone "'hat I'm supposed to do when you're retired, but
no one ever telb me."
Apparently. his wife has the
answer. In fact, she has a list of
them.
"Have you ever heard of a
'honey-do' li!it?" Doty a~ked smiling. "Every morning when I wake
up, I have a list over my bed of
things I have to do for the day."
Despite his daily chl!fes and
~.Juestions over what to do in his
spare time, Doty is content with the
life he has led and grateful for the
people he has met and opportunities
he has been given.
Said Doty: "If I had to go back, I
wouldn't change a thing."
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Soccer takes home opener 5-0

Women's Volleyball
Standings
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What a crazy past couple of weeks it has
been!
Entering this past weekend's competition
at Southern Illinois University, I was
expecting good things. After enduring a
halfhearted effort for the first two games
against the University of Missouri-KC. the
team I know and love finally showed up.
We played very hard and, in the third game,
dominated the match. But by this time, 1
could definitely sec that Lindy Northcutt
was really hurting. But she stayed in until
the end, and although we fought hard the
last two games, it was a little too late, and
we came up on the short end.
By the next day, and after a talk with our
trainer, Bethany Kruit, we decided it was
best to pull out Lindy for the last two
matches. But 1 have to say, I couldn't have
been prouder of the team. They "busted
their butts" and just kept playing hard. That
effort is why I am so proud to be a part of
this team. Murray State can hold its head
proud after the perfonnances I saw this
weekend.
I hope everyone can get out to see this
great team on Sept. 24 to see our home
opener in Racer Arena nt 7 p.m. I think you
will like what you see, and we would really love your support. It will make our team
play harder, and it should be pretty exciting
for you. Be loud, be crazy, but most of all.
just be there!
Take can:,

OVC Action .
FOGIINII ScGres

junior golfer Cuyler Hedley, last year's
Ohio Valley Conference Golfer of the
Year, led the women's team to finish 18th
of 35 teams at the Unlimited
Potential/Bay Tree CJ,1ssic at Myrtle
Beach, S.C.
Murray State outplayed OVC-rival
,'Eastern Kentucky with a score of 331-317321-969 in the three·d<ly tournament.
EKU finished 20th.
I led ley shot 80-75-77-2.~2, p lacing her
in a tie for 25th out of 182 golfers. Hedley
was the top finisher for Murray State.
Finishing just behind Hedley was
Stephanie Baskey, who tied for 29th
place. Baskey shot 78-76-79-233.
The next tournament for Murray State
will be Monday and Tuesday at the Radford/Draper Valley Invitational in Vir·
ginia.

s.,t. 5

Tusetduln 33

Football welcomes Reggie White
to home opener, Education Day
The football team plays its 2002 home
opener Saturday against the Southern lllinois Salukis.
The game begins at 6 p.m., but fans
may arrive early for a tailgate party and
Education Day festivities.
Education Day is a cooperative effort
between the College of Education and
Murray State athletics. local high-school
principals, guidance counselors and
superintendents have bel•n invited to·thc
ganw.
Educ.ttion Day activities will begin
with a ribbon-cutting l'eremony for the
MSU Alunu1i Ccntl•r at 3 p.m. Pollowing
is an Educntion Day reception, which will
bt? held in the Alumni Center to honor

.
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TSU 41
Pralrte View A&M 8 .•.

SEMO 21
SIU 14
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Soccer Scores

Sept 6
MSU5
WIUO

Men's golf starts off strong,
places fifth at Harris Invitational
The men's golf team opened the season
with a fifth-place finish at the Harris Invitational hosted by Southeast Missouri.
Shooting a 54-hole score of 862, Murray
State was only 10 strokes behind tournament champion Eastern lllinois.
Murr<ly State's young team was the
only team in a field of 11 to have each
golfer shoot 75 or under.
The team was led by lone senior Brandon Henson, who shot 73-72-70-215.
Murray State men's golf continues Sept.
28 at EKU's Colonel Classic in Richmond,
Ky.

,_

liiM6

low• St. 58

Morel!eH 5
Upsc:on~b2

WKU1
APSUO

Arklnus2
lt'nny llahn// Ill' M•ws

Murray State sophomore forward Kristen Robertson works on dribbling during a
team workout. Robertson is the leading goal scorer for the women's team a nd
notched another goal in the Sept. 6 win over Western Illinois at Cutchin Field.

SEMO 1

TTU 1
Rldford 0

;,

,;.,
,.<'

s.,t 8
TTU2

local educators for tlwir S(•rvice and support of Murray Statt•
Tenlo; and booths will be set up in the
tailgate area in front of the st,1dium. Uvc
entertainment will be provided by the
Murr-Vega~ All Stars, a six-man local
band that play~ a w1dc selection of music.
The Racer Band will begin plilying at
the Alumni Center 50 minute:; prior to
kickoff and will lead fnns into the st<~di
um 20 minutes before kickoff for the
pregame show.
To cap off the weekend, former N.Jtion·
al Football League slilr Reggie Whit<' will
be on hand following till' ganw.
Whjte, former defensive lint'man for
the Green Bay Packers, will bc the fl•a·
tured speaker for thl> MSU Christian
Youth Night.
Tickets for the ganw Me $4 for children
under 18 .and $7 fur adulls 1 !Hlli ,J1~.ay bet
purchased in advance or at the gate.
I

The Murray
State News
would like to
wish Tony Lucido
Good Luck in
Mr. MSU!

..
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Hedley shoots 232 as women's
golf places at Myrtle Beach

Under the Net
X

})riefly

'Racer Football' show is back
with Pannunzio for 2002 season
Dave Winder will again host "Racer
Football with Joe .Pannunzio," the weekly
broadcast featuring highlights from tht'
week's football game.
The show is broadcast by Comcast
Cable in Calloway nnd Marshnll counties
and features video highlights, statistics
and comments from 1-lcad Coach Pannurv.io.
TI1c shnw airs on Comc•1st Cable at 5:30
p.m. on Tuesdays and 7:30p.m. on ·rnursdays.

mu1
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• Movies
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• Computers $ 100-$600
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• CD Players $8925 &: up
• CD's

=.J
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TV's
$4995 & up

.•

$1 &: up

.

$2 &: up

• St ereos

• Prin ters

• Dvd's

• Amps

• Jewelry

• Scanners

• Playat ation gam es

• Guitars

• Power t ools

• Guns

• Playstat lon 1 &: 2

• Knives

Dorm
Refrigerators
$4995 & up

~-

VCR's
$1995 & up

• Car s t ereos &: speakers

.....................

Microwaves
$2995 & up

- - - - - • L a y -Away Plans Available•
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Volleyball falls at
Saluki Invitational
by Amanda Lee
assistant sports editor
The Murray State volleyball team
fought hard but fell short at the
Saluki/Best Inns lnvitational hosted by
Southern Illinois University. The team
lost all three matches in the tournament
while battling injuries and breaking
records.
Murray State fe U to University of Missouri-Kansas City 3-1 in the first match
of the tournament. Although freshman
outside hitter Paige Sun set a school
record for attacks in a four-game match
with 79, the Racers were unable to pull
past UMKC. Sun also posted a matchhigh 20 kills.
~11 four games were c lose, and Murray
State was able to pull out a 30- J 7 victory
in the third game.
Freshman Nikki Wong had a doubledouble against UMKC with 13 kills and
40 assists. Senior outside hitter Lindy
Northcutt, who made the all-tournament
team at the Utah Classic, contributed 14
kills in Murray State's effort.
ln the second match of the tournament,
Murray State faced host SIU. The undefeated Salukis maintained a perfect
record, winning three straight games
against the Racers.
Murray State was forced to compete
without Northcutt, . who injured her foot
against UMKC.
"We decided to pull her so she will be
ready for the upcoming (Ohio Valley
Conference) matches," Head Coach

.

David Schwepker said. Northcutt is now
fine and will be able to play in this weekend's games.
The rest of the team stepped up against
SIU, gaining 23 assists from Wong. 16
digs from senior outside hitter Kristen
Jones and a match-high three aces from
senior outside bitter Traci Buck.
"We did get some great performances
from the rest of the team. and I was very
proud of them for not quitting," Schwepker said. "This team is showing me that
they are going to fight ."
Although the Racers played hard and
made a strong start, the team fell to the
Salukis 27-30, 25-30, 15-30.
Perhaps the hardest-fought match of
the tournament came against Central
Michigan. The match went into five
games, although the Racers fell 2-3.
Wong made Murray State history as
she earned the school's first ever tripledouble in volleyball. The freshman from
China had 15 kills, 37 assists and 15 digs
against Central Michigan.
"(Wong) is always surprising me and
the team with what she can do," Schweplcer said. "She just gets better each week."
Wong's performance earned her a spot
on the all-tournament team.
Sun led aU hitters with 25 kills, and
senior middle bitter Sara Schmitt contributed 13 kills.
Murray State also had strong showings
from senior libero Chrissy Dabbert, who
had 19 digs, and sophomore setter Casandra Ersel, who had 10 digs and 10 assists.
Despite the effort by the Racers, Ceo-

Margaret Harper/The News

From left to right, Murray State senior outside bitter Lindy Northcutt, freshman outside hitter Paige Sun and senior
libero Chrissy Dabbert sharpen up their skills after a 3-2 loss to Central Michigan at the Saluki/Best (nns Invitational.
Lral Michigan was able to pull out the
win. All five games were extremely
close, the greatest victory coming in a 3026 Murray State decision. The rest of the
games were decided by two or three
points.
"We learned that we are going to have
to fight for every point in every game in
every match," Schwepker said.
Schwepker also said he has made some
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Tanning & Storage Rental
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Ms'll Stulents
I 0% discount off tan nine Packa~es
and lotions with MSU l.O.

9am-7pm lllon-Thun
9am-6pm Friday
9am-5pm Saturday
12pm-5pm Sunday
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S t a d i u m )

Men a: Women Haircut., Bl-Ugbu,
Color, Penna, Eye bow Wu:ee.
10% OFF (For MSU Student.)
All Tanning Product. a: PackaQes

adjustments in the aftermath of the tournament. including lineup changes.
"We have found that Nikki Wong loves
to hit and is a very good hitter," Schwepker said. "We will be using her a lillie
more in this role."
Munay State will put its tournament
e~pcricnce to use as it begins OVC play
at 6 tonight against Eastern Kentucky
Unive1.sity. The Racers will continue
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753-3333
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Fresh buffet including dessert, salad and ice cream.
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MASSEY
CITGO
Owned and Operated by
Hugh and Sara Massey
OPEN 6 A.M. TO 10 P.M. EVERYDAY
1417 WEST MAIN
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WE HAVE ' ~

3l:'REDBUL~r

•Lllv'..,

for more information, call
!iCOTT!i &ROVE BAPTI!iT CHURCH

753-7171

e>r

- - - $1.99 - - -

DINNER SALAD- $1.19
SOFT DRINK - $0.79

PngliniS Pizza 75~2975

970 Chestnut St.

ONE ROOMMATE LIKES KARATE FLICKS.
THE OTHER LIKES SAPPY ROMANCES .
WHAT DO YOU LIKE?

Rent 2 Movies, Get 1 FREE
with MSU 10.

...-/.rc~1

(next to Radio Shack

--SPAGHETTI-with Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce

Located inside
Wai-Mart.

•

C2002 Bloc:l;bustOr II'IC

NOW OPEN

•

I 0

MSU Student Discount .aJ
10% OFF with MSU 1.0.

B~~k.!

Wednesday
Spaghetti ~ecial
1.99
Lunch &Dinner· i 1a.m.- 9 p.m.
• Murray •

~~~

c:E

It's

s

812 Whitnell Drive
Murray

8 a.m.- 9 P.m.
Ri. & Saf.
8 a.m.- 8 P.m.

their conference schedule against Morehead State I 0 a.m. Saturday. Both games
are away games.
Schwepkcr said both EKU and Morehead are accomplished teams, and Murray State's success will depend on solid
serving and passing.
•·t think hotb nlatches will be some
hard-fought hattie'\," Schwepker said. ''I
just hope we can come out on top."

339-63ZZ

PROGREIIIVE®

AUTHORIZED AGENT

Western
Kentucky
IN'SURA.N'CE

753-5842
wkyins@murray-ky.net

Welcome Back
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Want to build your restime with real experience?
The Murray State News is hiring sales representatives and ad production workers for thi s
semester. If you are hardworking, persistent, and can meet deadlines please apply at The Murray State News
office, first floor Wilson Hall. All majors are accepted.
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Murray State fourth in ranking

Campus:

staff report

Students commemorate Sept. 11
From Page 1
dents from her English 101 class
to the library to give them a
chance to read the articles and
write on the note pads. The students in Stone's c lass also
engaged in dialogues about the
events of last year, as well as
their reactions to them.
"I think that the writing pads
are a way for students to share
their ideas," Stone said. "It's a
more personal experience."
At 6 p .m., several hundred students gathered at the steps of
Lovett Auditorium to p<uticipate
in the Unity March, the culminating event of Unity Day, which is
sponsored by the Student Government Association, Black Student Council, International Student Organitation and Residential College Association Students marched from Lovett Auditorium to College Courts and
back,
Da.,.id Tierney. sophomore
from Owensboro, said he decided
to participate in the march after
Y.atching memorial ceremonies
on television .
"It', good to see this many
people come out," Tierney said.
After the march, students
<tsscmbled again at the steps of
Lovett to hear representatives

from the differe nt organizations
speak ISO President Abdul ElBannon said the an ni versary of
Sept. II was primarily a day to
remember and respect all who
were affected by the attacks.
"People died that day," ElBannon said . "No matter what
religion. what culture' or wh~re
they were from people from 13
nationalities died that day •·
RCA President Josh Rose
spoke next, deeming Sept. II.
200 I, the John F. Kennedy assassination or Pearl Harbor of the
current generation.
Lauren Horton, president of
the Black Student Council. spoke
a'fter Rose. Horton said although
patriotism can be used in the
form of flags and stickers, it as
important not to forget the
nation's past.
SGA President Jace Rabe
closed the ceremony. He said
unity presently is more important
than it has ever been before.
"It's all about a positive atti·
tude," Rabe said. "With a posi·
rive au itude, anything can be
accomplished."
Faith Terry. SGA mu lticultural
awareness chair, said the turnout
was "wonderful."
"I think it was more of a day of

commemoration," Terry said .
"WithllUt (the students who participated), Unity Day wouldn't
have been possible."
At 7:30 that evening, members
of the multicultural. class and
gender department spon ~ored a
candlelight vigil titled " Memory
of a Peaceful Present'' to observe
worldwide change since last
years attacks.
Priya Jha, profes),or of English
and philosophy. said she got the
idea for the vigil after listening to
radio hroadcasts last weekend
about victims of the attacks. She
said she wanted to do something
to di~uss the global impact the
events of Sept. I I had on the
world.
Jha said she was reminded of
students she was teaching lust
year at this time in New Jersey.
" l started crying (Wednesday
morning),'' Jha said. "Dunng the
course of the day, it just escalated . I think about my students and
how their lives were so com·
pletely chan!?ed."
Others shared their stories and
thoughts about la.c;t year's attacks
and the current state of global
unity. Afterwards, candles were
lit, and participants engaged in a
tO-minute moment of reflection.

On~·e again, Murray State has been
named in "U.S. News and World
Report's America's Best Colleges"
top rankings .. This is the University's
12th appearance m the publication.
Acconhng to a press release issued
by the University news bureau Thurs-

day, the 2003 rankings once again
give Murray State a Tier One ranking.
In particular, the University was
ranked in the Best Universities- Muster's category. as well as the Top Pub·
lic Uni versity- Master's in the South
category. Out of the 12 universities in
the latter category, Murray State
ranked fourth.

Turner:
Glover: prosecution's case like 'beef ste\Y'
From Page 1
beef stew, Glover said the brand
choice was comparable to the prosecution's case.
"It's got a preny picture, but what
they do is put a lot more meat juices,
or meat product, more potatoes and
peas," Glover said. "They fill up the
can with volume, and it makes you
feel like you're getting something.
But you're not getting the meat you
are with a can of Dinty Moore. The
government is not Dinty Moore. It's
Great Value."
Glover also said the Common-

Nana's Place

a - to ea...... a t
1104 Coldwater a-d
'719-2124

wealth's case did not have much
validity.
"Their theory is Angelita Turner
delivered a perfectly healthy, viable,
normal baby girl, cut lhe cord, and
after having lost all of that blood
with no pain medication, no treatment and all of that fear she was
going through. calmly and rationally
went over and scooped up that Joving, kicking, little bundle of joy,
calmly went over and put it in a bag,
put the placenta an another bag and
stuck it under (the sink) within min-
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Monte Cristo $1.99
• Tripll' Oerk~:r llLT $3 .99
Patty Melt
$•1.99
• Seasoned Burger.~ $4.99
Super Cana<.Uan Cheese Soup $1.99
Plus Many Other Deliciou:. Sandwiches
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Polish Porrery *Gifts From Around the World

Dixieland Center in Murray
759-4877 * (866) 283-559 1
Email: marye@apex.net
r-------------~-----------,

:I 10% Off All Merchandise :I

MSU PARTY MEAL
DOW!' MISS TI-llS ONE1
AJ'N SAJ'JDWICJ 1 WIT! I FRIES $3.99
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ALL YOU CAr\ EAT BREAKFAST BUFFET S3 ...~'51&!!i~~~~~~
$1 OFF DIN!\'ER MENU, FREH REFILL.<;
o;;
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• Greek Keychains, Trays, Trinket Boxes

1

Offer valid for all MSU ~t\H.lcnts , fa<.:ulty, and ~taff.
Call for your order to go ....767-0606
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• Candles, French soap, Perfume Bottles
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Hours: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday thru Saturday

ARE YOU HUNGRY...

Event

Date

Basketball
Soccer
Basketball
Soccer
Homecoming/No games

Soccer
Basketball
Soccer
Basketball
Soccer
Basketball
Thanksgiving/No games

•For more info., please call the Campus Rec. Office
;

Pagliaii Pizza

~~

Located at Chestnut Street (across from Bradley)
in the Dixieland Sbopping Center

Are you tired of sitting in your room with nothing
to do? Are you a ne~ freshman looking for other·
people to play with? Campus Recreation is now
offering Pick-up Soccer and Basketball!!
9/14
9/21
lirAil
9/28
10/5
10/11
10/19
10/26
11/2
11/9
11/16
11/23
11/30
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v.ith Meat Sauce or Marinara Sauce
- --$1.99 - - -

~0-y.LD MAR.l(el'p

GOOD FOOD, BEST PRICE!
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970

Larry & Lynda Ward
www.statellnewesternworld.com
Barry Ward

COME AND DINE WITH OUR ACF CHEF MEMBER S

Each of the following Saturdays,
court/field times will be reserved
specifically for pick-up games no rosters, no sign-up, no entry
fees required. These games WILL
NOT be officiated, Campus
Recreation will only provide the
necessary equipment. Games
begin at 1pm on a first
come/first serve basis. Soccer
games will be held at Hamilton
Field (down the road from
Alexander Ball) and basketball at
Beshear Gym (old Boy Scout
Museum). In the event that it is
raining for soccer, we will move
indoors to Beshear Gym.

B~c:::k.!

DINNER SALAD - $ 1.19
SOFT DRINK - $0.79
Lunch & Dinner - ll a.m. • 9 p.m.

HWY. 893 West
Hazel, KY 42049
BUS: 270-492-6144
FAX: 270-492-6248

BRINGING YOU THE BEST SANDWICHES IN TOWN
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304 Moin Street
Murray, KY
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utes of tltis birth to let that baby die,"
he said.
Glover challenged the jury to
ensure the prosecutors justified their
thCl>ry.
"Make them prove what they said,
that she picked up that living baby
and intentionally placed it in that bag
knowing it was going to die," Glover
said.
Followmg opening statements
Wednesday, the Commonwealth
called eight witnesses with more
scheduled for the following day.

Live Blues Band Lightnin' & Lew Sat. Sept. 14 at 2:30 p.m.

A Loving Devcare
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According to the release, the "U.S.
News'' rankings arc hased on several
factors. includang peer assessment,
graduation and retention rates, faculty
resources, student selectivity, financiul resources and alumni giving. The
publication surveys approximately
1.400 four-year schools for the guide,
with a 95-percent response mte.
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FOR SOMETHING. MORE?
Mankind was born with the need for a relationship with our creator. We invite you to explore your
relationship with God with us. We are a small, country church with a long and rich tradition. Although
we are not large in membership, we are great in the spirit. If you are hungry for the WORD and looking
for your church away from home, come and worship with us.
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE CUMBERLANDPRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
YOU CAN ONLY BE AVISITOR ONCE!
Would you like a·ride? Our church vanis parked outside Regents Hall every Sunday morning at 10:30
a.m. Or you cap call us at 753-8721 or 435-4478
If driving, we are located only 3 miles from campus. From Murray, take HWY 121 N. to
Roy Graham Rd. Turn right and follow to the end.
Rev. Terr Vasseur, Pastor

